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ITALIAN TROOPS CROSS STREAM UNDER FIRE
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Firemen and Volunteers Continue to Dig Among Wreckage of Building Which Collapsed Saturday Afternoon.
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MONTE Dl VALBELLA AND HEIGHTS

'

30

OF SASSO ROSSO WRESTED FROM
INVADING

TROOP

BY ITALIANS

It Is Now

Explosion of Ammonia In
Grocery or Meat MarketH1
RV

This photograph llluslrales Kraphlcally the kind of flghtliur. the Italian tnioM lime liecn dolus In
puiuiiij4 the fleeliiK Austrl.in
Wave. The photographer who t(Kk this picture says bullets were splashing till around him

MORALE

Press.)
Attacking the
lines on the Aslago plateau the Italians have taken Monte Dl Valbella.
captured 409 prisoners and have held
it against repeated counter-attackThis turn to the offensive came as
surprise to the laymen of the allied
world for it was believed that General
Diaz would be content to hold his
lines in the mountains against a new
s.

offensive, intended by the Austrian
and GermansThe Italian attack was not limited
to Monte Di Valbellu. On the left
bank of the Brenta they captured the
height of Basso Rosso, Just north of
the village of Valstagna.
.
es'Huin me luit-;- ll".Ne, action-'ma-
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,

General Diaz probably has expected
the heaviest enemy blow along the
mountain front which is the key to
the Italian situation. In attacking he
has carried the fight to the foe, gained
strong positions at vital point and
broken up some of the preparations
made by the enemy for an offensive.
It Is not believed General Diaz plans
to go no further than local objectives,
but if he should make much progress
oh the Asiago plateau he should be
able to take under his artillery fire
the railroad paralleling the battle line
and running along- the Brenta river
east of Lake Caldonazzo- This line Is
the connecting link between the Plave
and the Adlge fronts and If the Italians could dominate It the Austrian
system of communicatjons would be
seriously Impaired.
The French are continuing their
"nibbling" north of the Marne. Friday they swept the Germans from the
environs of
forest,
southwest of fioissons. Saturday night
they attacked the German lines a little to the north of the Cllgnan river and
Just to the left of positions held by
Americans. A long ridge between the
villages of Mosloy and
was occupied and 265 prisoners
taken. Near St. Pierre Algle, the
French positions were Improved by
a local attackBritish Repulso Attack.
The British repulsed an enemy
sault near Merrls, near where the
Germans were driven back east of
Niespe forest on Friday. The British
mentions
heavy
official statement
enemy artillery before Amiens near
Albert; north of the Scarpe, near Arras and In the region of Festurb,
northwest of Lens. The official statement Issued at Berlin says that artillery firing has Increased between the
Tser and the Marne, which Includes
virtually all of the active battle sone.
There Is a report that Alexis Romanoff, son of ha former Russian
emperor is alive, notwithstanding dispatches telling of his recent death:
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Columbus,-- O., June 30. Street car
service in Columbus was at a standstill
because of a strike of union carmen
who walked out today because of the
refusal of the company to reinstate
seven men who were discharged

ts

JAPANESE BELIEF IN
SUICIDE RECALLED
V
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Tokio, June 80. Expiating
negligence In a manner which shows
thut the old samurai spirit still reigns
in Japan, two railroad gate tenders
at a grade crossing near Tokio, committed suicide when they learned that
through their carelessness a Japanese
traveler had been run over and killed
by a train. The Victim of the accident
was a Japanese banker who was
crossing the tracks in a Jinrlkisha
when a freight train bore down and
crushed him. '
The two watchmen were asleep
When they realized what had hap
pened they notified the authorities
and then threw themselves on the
track before the next train. Several
leading officials attended the funeral
of the gatemen and the obsequies
were marked with much ceremony.

"

INVALID SOLDIERS
DO WORK ON FARMS

SECRETARY LANE IS
BACK FROM HONOLULU

'

Pnxi rorrropondrarr.l
Cape May, N. J., June 30. Soldiers

.cii

nr Minim jkimii.
wii
A Pacific Port. June 30. Secretary
of the Interior Franklin K. Lane arrived here today from Honolulu,
where for three weeks he devoted
himself to homestead land adjustments in the Hawaiian Islands as they
affected the sugar output.
Mr. Lane will depart tomorrow for
'
.

!
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from overseas who are convalescing at
the army base hospital here are glad
to neip tne farmers. About
soft
wounded and ill fighters brought hack
rrom tne French front are now In
the hospital and those who are strong
enough to do so are working on farms
m tnis section. .The money
they receive Is a bonus.''
Farmers fwho have experienced dif
ficulty in getting help are finding
among the
rapidly convalescing
wounded many men from the western
states who were farmers before they
entered the service and they are prov-

ting heluful. and instructive as veil.
The men Jire eajoyln their work
Mexv Denver, Colo., June 30. New
which apeara to aid them In recovery.
ico;., . Monday .and Tuesday partly All the. men ;have seen service In
cloudy and warmer.
France and were ; among the first
Arlsona; . Monday fair, , warmer; Americans to fight lit the allied armTuesday partly cloudy, probably show. ies. There are also seven French"
'ert northwest portion. - ,
soldier patients in the hospital, t
FORECAST.

COAL USED TO BE

ANNOUNCED

In which the men engage and by the
attention they give the various classes
of amusements available, their morale
Is indicated plainly, is the ussertlon.
The 115th field signal battalion, on
Its recent field maneuver
to San
Diegito ranch, displayed much interest in ainusements and developed a
few unusual ones on Its own account.

Leroy V'- Allen, division music director, started the entertulnmcnt one
evening with a cornet sold or two,
after which the men joined him in
singing some popular songs. As the
men who had
singing proceeded,
wandered away to hunt snakes or
wash clothes or do any other of th
numerous things soldiers find to da
In the field, began to return to camp
in twos and threes.
Noise is Plentiful.
Presently the end of a series of
songs was reached and Mr. Allen asked the men what they wanted next,
"Oh put 'em all on," was the answer,
referring to other scries of songs the
words to which the music director had
pi Intr ' on Btrips of canvass.
"I don't think this gang has any
pep," said Mr. Allen, commencing to
play "Hail, Hall, the Gang's All Hero"
cornet. The way in which thy
men sang the number, he said, convinced him he was mistakenThe
men followed up the song with their
"signal corps yell," as unintelligible a
batch of doggerel as any college cheer
and given with more enthusiasm than
most college yells.
An Italian private, doing duty as
a cook's .helper, was called upon to
play a number on his concertina.' "I
can't play," ho protested, "I'm on
kitchen police." Responding to fur
ther urging he prepared to play, but,
spying the sergeant of the guard In
the offing, sought to escape by calling
"You want me, sergeant?"
The sergeant didn't want him and,
after putting a
pipe
Into action, the kitchen policeman
began to play. As the strains of his
selection permeated the eucalyptus
was enwood where the battalion
camped, a soldier came dancing along
the road at the end of camp, waving
a towel over his head In Imitation of
the veils waved by some classes of
barefoot dancers. The laughter which
followed almost broke up the party
"That's the spring dance," a soldier
explained. "Some of the outfit watched a bunch of barefoot daneers doing
it on the beach over at Del Mar last
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period of the war will need
more coal than It can possibly pro
duce and transport," says tho state
inent. "Confronted by this condition
the fuel administrator will order rudleal reductions In the quantity of eoul
cbnsumed In tho manufacture of electricity and illuminating gas used for
tho purposes specified. While tho official order has not yet been signed,
it is expected that it will provide for
closer restrictions In the New Eng
land states, New York, Pennsylvania
New Jersey, Delaware, District of Co
lumbia und Maryland, than in other
states where the transportation of
coal Is not such a tremendous prob-lom.

"In any case, it is expected, the order will provide that no theater or
other door lights shall be turned on
until the street lights shall have been
lighted. I'nnccessary daylight use of
electric lights and electric advertising
displays will probably be shut off altogether. The order will deal also
with store window lights and will extend to all kinds of fuel, including gas
and oil,"
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ABROAD TO DATE
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June 30. Casualties
Wushingion,
First
to Pledge
State's ill (lie American expeditionary forces
sumQuota Will Be Raised To- thus far reported total 10,383,
maries issued by the war department
ward 100 Million Fund,
and murine corps nhow. Of this inim-b- i
r 9,131 were in the army und 1,25!!
ANINR JOIIRKAL RrlCIAL LtARin
in the marine corps.
tbt
WlR)
fan. Antonio Tex, Juno S. The
Army casualties .including those rebest citizenship of Ilia southwest Was
as
ported today, were siinimarfted
represented at u conference- here Sat- follows:
urday of S5) promliionfr uirn from
Killed in action, including '.'91 lost
Texas, Oklahoma, AdKansasi' Louisi- a; sea) 1,491.
ana, New Mexico and Viizona who
Died of won nds 4 79Died of disease 1,'JS7.
were In session all day to organize
Died of accident tuid other causes
the forthcoming one hundred million
dollar army Y. M. ('. A. campaign. 465.
Wounded In action 5,034.
Among tho distinguished men from
New York were Julm It. Mott, of thu
Missing in action, (Including prisnational war work council, ticoige V. oners) 3S5.
The summary of casualties among
Perkins,
philanthropist, Bruce Harton, well known the marine corps, which also included
author, and G S. Itilheimer, secretary today's list follows:
Deaths 407.
,
of the international committee of the
Wounded 842.
V. M. C. A.
In hands of the enemy
Through its lending business men
.Missing 2.
who were present ut the conference
casFour hundred and ninety-seve- n
each state of the southern department
pledged more than lis quota of tho ualties In the army were reported during the week, including 179 killed in
hundred million dollars the quota being based on quotas of the last Liberty action, 47 died of wounds, 19 died of
Loan. Keen rivalry was shown be- disease, 19 died of accidents and othtween tho stutes which tried to exceed er causes, 213 wounded in action and
each other In their pledges. Arizona twenty missing in action, Including
and New Mexico were keen rivals. Tho prisoners. The week before 649 casexact rate of tho campaign was not ualties were reported.
The murine corps summary did not
announced but It is unlerstood it will
be In late October or early November show bow many of the deaths reported weio in action, from disease, accifollowing the next Liberty Loan camdents and other causes. It did divide
paignthat
K. Itogers Demp of Tulfiii, Okla., the officers and men. showing
was elected chairman of the southern fourteen officers have died, twenty-nin- e
have been wounded and one Is
department campaign commit tee. E.
A. Pcdcn, state food administrator of missing.
Texas, acted us temporary chairman;
O. S. Bllhelmer will bo department
campaign director
Dallas, 'J'exas, was selected as deMC

partment campaign headquarters although San A"tonlo maoe a hurd figjit

CRAVE
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Addresses were made by Dr. John It.
Mott, George W. Perkins. Uruee liar-to,I)r. John VV. Truett of Dallas,
Governor Williams of Oklahoma, M.
A. Peden of Texas, J B. Mc.N'airy of
El Paso, Major General W. A.
commander of the southern
department and others. Dr. Mott's
address which gave some Interesting
first hand Information on war conditions was received with a demonstration.
The work being done by tho army
YM. C. A. brought the conference to
Its feet several times. Tho session
of the conference continued through
today. The
party left
Saturday night for Atlanta, .Georgia,
where a similar conference will be
held for the BourheaHtcrn department.
Tho delegates will return to their
communities pledged to the next army
Y. M. C. A. campaign and ready to
perfect the campaign organizations
for their states and cities- Among tho
prominent citizens from New Mexico
at the convention were It. R, Putney.
Ttoy Ammcrman, T. H. O'Brien, R. E.
Twltchell, R. W- Moorland and others. The New Mexico delegation received a cordial reception when they
appeared on the floor of the
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Fort Worth, Tex, June 30 Lieut
William D. E. Ravenall. Jr., of Washington, D. C, and Corporal Ray L.
Dannlng. of Cresco, la , stationed at
Hicks aviation field, were killed today
when the airplane In which they were
flying fell in flamee,
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Washington, June 30. Benjamin H.
Tillman, democratic senator from
South Carolina, is dangerously ill at
his home here. His recovery is re
gard as doubtful. His left side is completely paralyzed and he has been suffering from ccrrebrall hemorrhage
since Thursday.
' Ten
years ago Senator Tillman had
a similar attack which paralyzed his
right side, but he recovered to a greut
extent. The latest attack completely
paralyzed his left side. The outcome
was said to bo extremely doubtful.
Mr. Tillman Is chairman of the senate naval committee.
Senator Tillman, who is almost 71
years old, was elected governor of
South Carolina in 1890 and again in
1882 and was elected to the United
States senate In 1894. For more than
night."
a generation he has been one of the
After that the fun flew thick and most picturesque and powerful figures
fast. One burly sergeant recited a In public and
political life of the
touching ballad; another sang a series jiouth.
of humorous parodies, on popular
songs, and the accordion player was VON SEYDLER MUST
forced to bring out his favorite numwaltz song which
ber, a
.. REMAIN0N THE JOB
the men called "Chili, Chile, Beans."
One number which made a particular v nr moinino journal sneiAL mm wiRt"
Vienna, June 36 (via Amsterdam).
hit was a parody called "The End of
a Meatless Day." Which ended with
Emperor Charles' letter to Premiej--voSeydler declining to accept thfe
the declaration that "When this cruel
war is o'er, I'll eat corn pone for fun. resignation of the Austrian cabinet
reads textiia'lly as follows:
Forme? Crown Prtnec III.
"Although 'the attempt referred ta
Lanan, June 30.; The former Crown in my autograph letter of June 23 to
Prince Alexis of Russia, according to surmount the difficulties which led
German papers. Is in Tobolsk, severe- my Austrian ministry to resign has
ly 111 and unable to' undertake his not yet led to the desired result. I
journey to Yekaterinburg, where he nevertheless, ant not inclined to acplanned to Join his parents. His sis- cept the resignation and the ministry
must, accordingly remain la office.
ter Tatlana is caring for him. "
well-kno-

mniy ucros the
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at the time of the collapse
asserted that It was due to an ammonia explosion in the Chain grocery of the Beaumont market. Others
asserted It was due to reconstruction
work which was going on in the Ruff

U
building.
W. J. Becker, vice president of th
Ruff company, said that tho first
floor of tho building had been lowered eight to ten inches but that thia
work had been completed three dayf
ago. The walls of the building
not touched, he asserted.
Tho Death RolL
Following is the death roll:
ALFRKD J. HANSON.
JOK AWE.
OLE K. ROISITM.
OLK E. RUNNING, tailor.
JOHN LOVINE.
M US. MABEL L. CAVENS, colore
HKN O. WOOD.
MRS. HESTER C. ENGLISH.
WALTER C. NELSON, 13 years old,
J
son of II. W. Nelson.
CHARLES KHOEU
.
MKRL1E KUGEL.
MYRTLE HONOSLO.
fciTOLZ.
JOHN
JAMES HARP.
MRS. MVRGARET HALEY.
HELEN KOEHLER,
daughter
:
Mrs. Koehler of South Sioux City.
HERMAN FEDERN.
CHARLES NORDSTROM.
s
J. HOUR.
ROY OSTRANDER.
ROY SCHUELLER. aged 13.
MRS. F. A. LOFTJS3.
lHMS SOISSET.
J. P. KCHR1EVER.
'
JOHN SIMEON.
women.
00
Seven unidentified
thought to be Mrs. Koehler of SoutU
Sioux City.
.jt',
'
Seven unidentified men.
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Cleveland, O., Juno 30. Kugene V.
Debs, four times socialist candidate
for the presidency of the I'nited
Htates, was arrested here today by
I'nited States Marshal Lapp und Dep-u'.- y
Marshal Uochmc us ho was about
to deliver a speech. The arrest was
made on a warrant in connection with
his speech ut the socialist state convention in Canton, O., Juno 16, last.
Tho arrest van made on a secret
returned yesterday. It is
umlers:ood the indictment contains
ten counts under the espionage act.
which provides a penally of twenty
years- in tho penitentiary and a flue
of $10,000 unci costs for each violation.
Deiis was arrested as he was about
to enter the garden where tho meeting
was held. No commotion was caused,
as few persons were aware of what
was transpiring until after Mr. Debs
was tHken to the federul building.
Following ihe announcement of
Mr. Debs' arrest, a defense fund of
more than $1,000 was raised by popular subscription before the meeting
ended.

(AARorlatee I'm Corrwpaatfeae.)
June 6. Protesting
Copenhagen,
enagainst the embargo Imposed by
tente nations on the shipment of
materials to Denmark, the National
Tldcnde says that stocks of cotton anor
wool worth 12,000,000 kroner, bought
and paid for by Danish Importers are
lying in Texas and South America,
while the majority of workmen in the
Danish colton Industry are without
employment, owing to lack of mati
rial.
Announcement that the allied gov,
ernment would license the shlphieat
to Denmark of fancy goods, the
said, would be regarded by thi
Duniuh population with bitter Irony;3
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Parie, June JO-- The Gaiette
Laussanne, Switzerland, again hae)
been warned by the' Swiss federal
chancellery m connection with tU
savage criticism of the Germans, Incorporated in Hg revtew of forme
Ambassador Gerard's book "My Faujr
Year In Germany." The newspaper
has been notified that another artless
of the eort, characterised as threate.
tng to compromise; Swiss relatti- with Germany, will be more tevf
I f.
i." punished.'
,'
.

; hidden Critical') HI.
Columbus, ()., June 30. Rev. Dr.
Gladden,
Washington
prominent
Congregational clergyman of this city,
was reported to have suffered a second stroke of paralysis at his home
here today and to be in a critical condition. It was reported from his bedside thut he could live for only a few
hours.
warning on June,
:s

.V
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Sioux City, la.. Juno 30. Burrowing deep under tons of wreckage,
firemen tu.d volunteers today removed
thirty more bodies from the wreck-ag- o
of the Ruff building which collapsed yesterday afternoon at Fourth
and Douglas, and announced that the
,toll of the disaster may reach fifty.
It is probable several persons were
Incinerated, judging from the condition of most of the bodies removed
this afternoon..
Toiling strenuously, some of them
so weak they wobbled
after their
twenty-tw- o
hours
of toll, worker
could see parts of charred bodies
under smoldering timbers and so
badly burned they could not be sure
they were men or women.
Extent of Disaster.
,d
Tho opening of the Chain grocery
store which was crushed under the
walls of the Ruff building revealed the
extent of) the disaster, Thirty-fiv- e
volunteer motor trucks removed Ur
bris so rapidly this morning the ruin
of the crowded grocery were unlocked six hours ahead of schedule.
Men ffoiind In
the ruins were
burned In cellars while pinned down
oy
wrccKugo, tiieir positions 'indi,
cated.
Cause of the disaster has not been
still-dee-
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Detroit, Mich., June 30. One of the
most complete hospitals in the world,
S
expected to take a largo part In the
work of rehabilitating American soldiers wounded
overseas, is being
erected here by Henry Ford, erected
!RY MORNING
JOURNAL MICUL LKARIO WIRI)
faster than the average building is Musical
Director of 1 15th
constructed in peace times, because
Washington, June SU. Reductions
ill' government
in the
Signal Battalion Finds PlenT in the quantl-- of coal consumed in
purchase of materials.
manufacture of electricity und gun
tract the hospital,
On a
ty of 'Pep' When He Starts tho
will bo put into effect soon by an orwhich will bear Mr. Ford's name, will
Playing Tunes. ,
der which tho fuel administration anhave floor space of 50,000 square feet.
It will be a four story structure with
nounced today is in preparation. The
the exception of the diagnostic buildHORNINR JOURNAL RPIC1AL LEASIO WlRII
fuel
administration's announcement
I"
ing placed In the center which will go
San Diego, Calif., that dctiiilf have been worked out,
Camp
up to six stories. - It will front 750 June 30. Kearny,
Corps spirit and morale, ofIn every eily and village elecfeet on the Grand boulevard, Detroit'
ficers declare, show themselves more says
automobile
driveway.
is wus'.cd.
im$t popular
tricity
in
In
the
field than at
plainly
camp
go hack 250
for
tpAtiy- - n'tut nw

possible for a person anywhere In the
building to get more than twenty-fou- r
the- - light.
feet away from
Forty
porches will surround the structure
and a roof garden is to extend1 over
the entire building.
an
Mr. Ford Is apeiiilirg $3,000,00-the institution.

trians across the Plave when on June
23 the enemy fled from the west bank
with a haste that Indicated something
of demonstration.
'
Curries Fight to Foe.

FURTHER GUT

HENRY FORD BUILDS

Austro-Hungarian- s

Believed the Catas-

trophe was Caused by an

ports to Contrary.
((.'minted

BODIES

HAVE BEEN TAKEN OUT

Latin Troops, Backed by French and British, Win Strong
Positions at Vital Points and Break Up Some of the Preparations Made by Enemy for a Renewal of His Offensive;
Petain's Men Are Continuing Their 'Nibbling' Tactics North
of Marne and Strengthen Their Line; British Official Statement Reports Heavy Artillery Firing in Various Sectors; Son
of Former Russian Emperor Said to Be Alive Despite Re-
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Teaching Dog to Go "Over the Top"
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RUMANIA DENUDED

TREATED CAPTIVE

BY WAR S RAVAGE

AMERICAN KINDLY

LIES STARVING

i

Gen, Pershing's Communique
Gives Brief Resume of Oper-

ations

Various Sectors
Americans,

in

Held by

Mexico
Carried on Through Teuton
Consuls Stopped by Trade
Restriction of Wilson,

Commercial

in

30. Marked
June
Washington.
t
raiding and patrolling Saturday a
several points held by the American
troops were reported In General Pershing's communique for yesterday
which was received today at the war

s.

one-thir- d

mile also were reported.
The statement follows:
Section A Raiding and put ruling
have been' marked at several points.
In Plcardy this morning a small detachment of our troops captured
thirty-si- x
prisoners, of whom one was
and Inflicted severe losses
on the enemy. Our casualties were
very Small. In the Chateau Thierry
region a strong hostile patrol was
driven back and suffered severely in
a ptttrol encounter. A raiding party
which attempted to reach our lines
in thu Yosa'gcs was repulsed by riflo
live.
Positions Improved.
Section B. In the Ch ilean Thierry
region the day of Juno Zii to 1!7, noon
to noon, was marked by the operations
of our troops south of Torcy, where
our line has advanced for one thud
of a mile and our position improved
i'. sides this,
with little oppositionour infantry was active in continuous
patrolling and our artillery in delivering harassing and destructive
our
fire. The German artillery
positions in front and rear with considerable vigor. The fiellcim,
and Marette woods along our
front lines, as well as positions in tho
rear extending bade several kilometers and covering most of the sece
tor, received harassing and destruct-lnvfire during most of the time covered by this report. The hostile batteries were observed to lo cspeciolly
active from the Vicinity, of Torcy.
Glvry and Petrct, at all of which
points they were able to find coverma-in
patches of woods. The German
chine gurt fire was directed as former204.
ly on the Belleau wood ami Hit!
It originated mainly in the vicinity of
the I Roche wood, and the outskirts
Tho German air forces
of Torcy.
were extremely active but performed
enonly reconnaissance work. In tins
were
emy's rear areas movements
almainly confined to small groups,
to
up
numbering
detachments
though
about 100 men were more than once
Thero was also considerobservedi, able traffic of wagons and trucks.
"The enemy continues to construct
works in and near the woods around
In the early morning a
Bouresches.
seen near
large German patrol was Cm
being
Vaux moving northeast.
challenged 'by our listening posts it
disappeared. From the firing and
cries which were heard shortly after,
it is believed that the patrol was fired
upon by its own machine guns.
"Along the Maine from the early
eveevening of June 26 to the early
ning of June 27, there were no notable
developments, except further increase
In the activity of tho German artillery
The fire, which was almost entirely
harassing and destructive over tho
front, and in some areas destructive
amount
only, included a considerable
of shrapnel. The shrapnel fell mainsector- The
ly on the front of the left
in
airplanes showed an even greater
crease in activity, flying up and down
the Marno in numerous groups of
from two to seven machines. In the
men
enemy's rear areas, a number of
were seen circulating in small groups
and seemed to be continuing the Pilwhich litis
lage of French property
been noticed on nuinerbus occasions
on the north bank of tho river. Fresh
trenches are being constructed and
new wire has ben seen. In the ento bo
emy's lihe the infantry seemed
more than usual upon he alert.
"The United States army ambulance Section 675 has been cited in the
orders of the French army corps, with
which it is acting, as follows:
automobile
sanitary
'American
section 575: Under tho conduct in-of
Lieut. Moore, from April 1 to 28,
sured day and night the rapid evacuacation of, all the wounded in a verybomtive sector, under a "ceaseless
bardment which destroyed or damTho secaged a part of Its material.
without
mission
its
out
carried
tion
It break or failure with a devotion,
adc6urage and sacrifice which were"
mired by all the units engaged
ts

CONGRESS TO TAKE
RECESS THIS WEEK
J0WSMM.

!CIl

WIM1

Washington, June 30. Congress
tomorrow will begrin cloalng up legislation preparatory to a recess this
wfek ttntH early in August. Leaders
finish Wednesday. War time
hope
prohibition, th new bond authorization ftiil n Important legislation
added to the $13,000,000,000 army
bill are tbe most urgent
.before congress.
matters
remaining
'
ii nntmvrav over the- senate
tijll to Mrrieultural appropriation bill
increawnr the government's guaran-H1
teed' wfceat price to $2.80 a bushel
mta temprrw,
wn
is M

f

'I.

connection

y.

German

consuls and vice consuls for

this part of Mexico were appointed
from among the managers and assist
ant managers ol tins concern, in
Juarez, Casas Grande s and Santa
Rosalia the branch managers were
also Gorman vice consuls, the consul
in Chihuahua City also being one or
the managers of tbe parent store
here. The vice consul in Juarez was
decorated by the German emperor for
services rendered Germany on the

Flemish elevation heavily.
emperor
Recently,, the German
wrote a, letter to tho German commander asking that Mont Des Cats
he spared because the aged prior of
the monastery Was the only living
person who knew where the emperor's relative, Prince Max of Hesse,
had been buried' after! ni-- j death In
the monastery in October, 1914. The
prince was attached to Mie cavalry
which- occupied Mtnt Des Cats in
October after the outbreak of the
war.
During an engagement with British cavalry, Prince Max was mortally
wounded and taken to the monastery.
While he was being nursed by tho
..
g.;..
.,,..
-.a
were
driven
monks his comrades
mirrzr?yr?,rm.-from the hill and tlie British occu
This French soldier is teaching his dog to go "Over the Top", with the
it. The prince Uled and was
soldiers in a charge on the Hoche. The high Jump shows how well the pied
burled in a certain place, the locadog has been trained.
tion of which was not disclosed to
the world.
The German emperor wrote a letter
to the pope, in which he asked for Information as to where the prince was
burled and roo,uestcd the return of the
body. The: pontiff forwarded the let
ters to the monastry, and It was then
that the emperor received the famous

r

WOMEN

,.

Lost Everything
in War; Now a
Doctor to Aid Men

Oatmeal,

I

1

'CO

1

1

had evacuated
just restitution
Belgium and made
would he learn the whereabouts of the
prince's crave.
The" emperor now appears to be
worried that his guns may kill the

Soup made of the refuse of turnips
and dirty water.

Dinner
Tomato soup, steak with sauce,
potatoes, bread, butter.
Afternoon Iamcli.
Tea or coffee and cakes

-

Supper
Same as dinner.

l

-

GOLDM

INTERVENTION OF

HIED

RELAND

20 SURVIVORS

rre(i ('rreRpndpiir.
Ibiblin. June 10. Gold mining In
Ireland is a possibility of the near future hinted at In a report of a committee organized hero to innke a survey of Ireland's mineral wealth- It
tAiworlHfil

is believed that ancient deposits of
gold, which were worked In the lato
eighteenth century along the Ballin-vnll- y
stream, might be found commercially profitable under modern mining methods.
According to tho published statement, the first discovery of gold along
the Balllnvally was made in 1796,
when a nugget weighing half an
ounco was picked up. News of the discovery spread like wildfire through
the hills arid glens of W'lcklow, and
the fortune of every inhabitant of the
surrounding country seemed achieved.
The search continued for two months
and at tho ond of that time 2,666
ounces of pure gold had been found.
The government then took over control, but operations continued for set'-cryears, yielding on an average of
$in,000 a year over a long period.
The gold found ranged from tiny
atoms to nuggets weighing over a
pound. One nugget weighed twenty-tw- o
(llunres, measuring four inches in
length by three In breadth. A gilded
plaster cast of this nugget, which wns
retailed by the finder, has recently
been placed on exhibition at Trinity
.
college, DublinAs tale as 1S,"6, a nugget weighing
six ounces was picked up in the Balllnvally, and it is believed that with
tho latest modern methods, u substantial profit could be made from Intensive operations in this district. Tho
spots proposed for experiment are at
Crogan-Mo- r
Cronebane, Balllnvally,
and Klllahurian.
.

OPERATORS

ORDERED TO WALK
OUT NEXT MONDAY

WEALTHY SLAVS

SAPELI

LANDED
lav MOHNINa JOURNAL

OE

DWINSK

STEAM E

ALLIES IS HOPE OF

NSURVEY REPORT

11

;he

only man able to give him the desired
information, but his request to spare
the place, if he mad such a request
seems to have met with small response
so far. for big shells continue to
break on the monastery.

Dinner
Same as breakfast, with coffee not
fit to drink.
Afternoon I.uncli
No such animal.

Supper.
Cheese, bread, butter, tea.

not until

repVy

Hrcakfast

P.reakfast
rye bread, coffee.

al

'''"fits

,

In German Camps

In U. S. Camps

SECRLIS

(AfooolntcMl Prrm Corrmlcnro.)
London, June in. War experience
In the employment of women as bank
clerks has convinced British bankers
busithat women were able lo keep men.
ness secrets finite as well as
to
When women were first admitted
employment in banks the lirilish
in, mnmiL'ers feared that
some of their customers might with
draw their business, believing tlieirsub-ieaffairs might become the
of gossip. "It is gratifying to
think." wfys the Hankers" Magazine,of
"that after three years' experience
tho new conditions, no ground whatever has been found for these fears."

.

Prisoners' Rations

WITH

CREDITED
KEEPING

'

wrj

11

border.

when (tin revolutions started these
German stores were the first to suffer!
because they were well stocked with
wagons, harness and other supplies,
The.
needed by the revolutionists.
Juarez and Casas Grandcs branches!
and now
were looted and burned
in
only the parent store here remains
business.
What the revolutionists failed to do.
to wreck these .German stores the;
American blacklist completed at the;
war against,
beginnig of America's
Now it. is almost imposGermany.
sible for the German firms to obtain
to
supplies and Mexican buyers fearfear
buv from tbe blacklisted firms for
of 'being placed on this blacklist and
denied the privilege of importing from
the United States.

with the hostile shelling of

the territory arounti Mont Des Cats,
where the famous Trappist monastery Is located. For weeks the Germans have been bombarding
this

...

i

1

The American blacklist has shattered
one of the German plans for the commercial conquest of Mexico. P.efore
tho Viiifcd States entered the war
and prior to the last Mexican revolution German business organizations
maV-ket-

eSNIN

;

A. 3

scattered throughout northern Mex
ico gave evidence of the German inIn Picnrdy a small detachment of tention to exploit the Mexican
prin- Americans captured thirty-si- x
One German wholesale hardwarde
oners', Including one omcer, anil inflicted severe loHaes on tho enemy, firm started to establish branches
while in the Vosges a Oormun raid- throughout the stnte more than forty
years ago and, at tho outbreak of the
ing party was repulsed.
inrwnsiMi nrtlvliv hv tlie enemv ar revolutions, had branches in opera?
kion in Juarez. Casus Gramles, Santa
tillery and airplanes In tho Mai ne sec
tor on Juno 26 and 27, and the Heavy Rosalia, ojinaga and otner places
shelling of thu American positions in with a parent store here.were conductWhile these houses
the Chateau ThierYy region on t lie
same days when the American troops ed on business lines, it is considered
of a hero as a slgnificent fact, that all the
advanced their line

CY

j

I.Y UORNIN JOURNAL PtCIL LA.t W..I1
Portland,
With the British Army in France
30
Was
June
(by the Associated l'ress)
There is an interesting development In

Chihuahua City,

IS1IU1L 1MCI1L LlallO WIKtl

:

xtM r. v tea

Trem Cnfrenponilcnee.)
Alex., Juno 3.

(AatrK-lnlei- l
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Washington, June 30. Arrival at
Hampton Roads, Va., of twenty more
survivors of the Critish troop ship
Dwinsk, torpedoed and sunk 700 miles
of the Delaware capes last June
Russians With Property, Vic- east
18, was repftrtcd today to the navy
Lieut.
tim of Peasant Outrages, department. Amonk themS. was
N. Twenty-thRoss I Whitemarsh," It
members of the crew of 148
Look Vainly for Hefp From ree
are still missing.
Outside of Empire-The twenty men were picked up at
sea by a naval vessel on June 28, after they had been for ten days in an
lV VI PNIttS JOURNAL
LCAIID Wlltl
boat in which they left the
open
Vologda, Russia, June 30. If the Dwinsk. Lieutenant Whitemarsh was
entente allies will not intervene, let on the troop ship, which was under
the Germans come, is the attitude eharter of the United States governof the formerly wealthy and middle ment and was bound for America.
classes of the people of Russia. Most There were no soldiers aboard.
Th,e transport's crew got away In
of them here would frankly welcome
seven boats, all of which except one
foreign Intervention.
This feeling has been the greatest have been accounted for.
obstacle in any attempt to bring the
I'uFsian internal political revolution
out of; tho whirlpool of disorder; acTO
cording to information in the foreign embassies, here.
Hotter Classes Suffer.
Now that the peasants and workmen are having their innings the
property classes are beginning to foel
the pinch of denial and even of
starvation, experienced by the poorer
classes in Russia for centuries. This
Is illustrated by. the experience
of
tho "bourgeois" family in whose
home the Associated rrl-scorrespondent lives as "paying guest."
(MV MOtNlNV JOURNAL RRteiAL
BAStB WIRR1
This family, once one of the wealA Pacific Port, June 30. Study of
thiest in tho Vologda government, Red Cross methods
with a view to
owned thousands of acres of timber
In relief Work
Japanese
land, several lumber mills, a dozen overseas is the purpose of an
imperships, two glass factories and more ial Red Cross commission .headed by
than 2,000 acres of land.
Prince Voshihla Takugawa, which arConfiscation Ordered.
rived here today and was welcomed
This is what has happened to those
Lawrence
Keane. of
by William
holdings in the past two months:
D. C, representing HenThe lumber land has been declared Washington,
ry P. Davidson, chairman of the Red
a government monopoly and confis- Cross
war council.
cated; likewise the shipping. The
Local Red Cross officials joined in
lumber
mills
lmve
factories
and
glass
been taken over and are operated the greeting, and have arranged to
Introduce
entertain the visitors
by the workmen, The peasants have them to American war aiyl
duractivities
land.
taken tha
ing their four days stay here. The
A few days ago the city government (soviet) Imposed a special tax commission consists of eight members
They
on the capitalistic class. The family headed by Prince Takugawa.
are planning to carry their investigawas assessed DO, 000 rubles.
Prices for foodstuffs, when obtain- tions to all allied countriesable, aro enormous even when figured at the present rate of international PRESIDENT APPROVES
which these Russians
exchanges
PATRIOTIC PARADES
don't get, because their money is old
money. Invested or made when the
njv moiin4 joummAl Apmhai IfkltA WlftBt
exchange was two rubles to the dolNeW
York. June 30. President
lar. Compared with old standards of Wilson has
approved patriotic parades
was
In
where
Russia,
living
prices
in connection with conventions of repcheap, the prices now are almost un- resentative men, In a letter to' Fred
"i
.
j.
believable,
grand' exalted ruler of the
White flour cannot be bought, ex- Harper,
Benevolent and Protective Order of
'
cept by stealth and In the tiniest Elks.
hlch all
quantities. The black flour
use now makes the blackest of bread.
The poorest peasants formerly ate Everything Is by card; that Is, pursomething similar. The cost of this chases are limited and city (soviet)
flour formerly was the equivalent of controlled, but it Is quite possible, If
about 35 cents per pood, (36 pounds). one has enough money, to secure
' Prices
Beyond Reason. :
Irager quantifies by stealth.
At present In Vologda, ach person
But the soviet has quite an effecis allowed 5 pounds 'of this flour a tive way of controlling this undermonth; enough to permit about thre handed trading, the "obusk." "Obusk"
thin slices of bread per day. But Is Russian for search. A dozen or so
more Is procurable through irregular armed soldiers and Bed guard swoop
channels. The correspondent's host down now and then on the house
bought a pood yesterday for ISO the correspondent occupies and conrubles; just 300 times the old price. fiscate the surplus supplies.
There is nothing, else quite as bad
When to these difficulties are addas this, but, with meat, butter and ed confiscation of bank accounts of
all other foodstuffs the prices are the wealthy families their plight tan
from ten to (lit um vbt oi4 umaunt. be imagine
,
1

JP

(AMorlnted Fran CorreRpoiiileiice.)
Peking, May 30 Although captive
of Chinese' bandits for fifty-tw- o
days,
George A. Kyle, of Portland. Ore.,
chief engineer of an American construction company, returned to Peking in good health and spirits. "The
bandits treated me as well as might
have been expected," he said. Ho was
taken prisoner on March 25.
His release was brought about
through efforts of the American legation, represented on the spot by Dr.
Charles D. Tenney, assisted by F- C.
Hitchcock, Mr. Kyle's immediate chief
Both of the last named were for
weeks in Honan
province working
with the governor of the province and
the military authorities in Kyle's behalf.
Missions Were Helpful.
No little credit is due also to the
activity of the Catholic mission, representatives of which acted as intermediaries between the authorities and
the bandits. It is said to have been
largely through assurances given by
priests of that mission that the brigands were brought to accept a guarantee offered by General Chang Shen
and to surrender their captive.
"Tho bandits evidently regarded me
a stheir best asset if it came to making terms with the authorities," said
Mr. Kyle to a representative of the
Associated Press- - "They shared everything with me even their beds.
The ravages of the vermin was the
most trying of my experiences and
next to that was the never ending
night marches across country. Always
when we stopped In villages they tried
to keep my presence a secret, and often they kept me awake so that I
might not ' snore and 'give things
.
away.'
Young Ones Threatened.
"Only a few of the younger members of the bandits' gang got rough
now and then. They used to draw
their fingers across tlieir thtats and
presumably tell me i" Chinese ' that
that was what was coining to me,
though I, of course did not understand what they said."
"During the retreat of the bandits
one of them kept hold of my hand. I
had one chande the first night to
escape but neglected it While the
soldiers were still firing on us, the
bandits and I made a run for it. There
was a washout In a ravine. The bandits all got there ahead Of me leaving
me on tho top of this ravine. The
bullets were singing all around me,
but if I had stayed behind then I
probably would have escaped. I hesitated and they discovered my absence
and the opportunity was gone. The
same night I did try to escape, but
they caught me before I could get
away." '

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal.
are quick and certain.
Re-sui- ts

(ARAwlatrd Frew Correpnntnre.)
London, June 30. Rumania Is a
dcRnlatn and barren eounii"? t.Oduv
an awful object lesson of the cost ff
wai. Two years ago it was one f.i
the garden countries of the world,
tee ning with agricultural wnhJi and
000 RuS- n., onovilv Mnra than
slc'i soldiers lived in It oil ia I: far
r.iaily a yeaf, and they ler. very
behind t.l.i.w
Anyo"e who has known Rumania
as she was when peace was forced
upon her by the Central powers, must
be convinced that it will be years before Germany cftn draw from her
fields and orchards any very valuable
tribute.
Petroleum Fields Gone.
Nor is" the German control of Rumania's petroleum production likely
to be a very profitable investment for
"occusome timeIn the
pied territories," tho destruction of
was
so
complete that
the oil fields
Germany after fifteen months of effort, is able to measure her supplies
from this source In quarts.
In the rest of Rumania, It is doubtful if production can be much Increased beyond that of the past year,
an,i rti.rino- thA risst vear Detroleum
has been one of the scarcest articles
'n the country, obtainable only under
personal and special llcenso from the
ie

-

government
During the middle of the winter.
The Associated Press correspondent
made a tour Of inspection around perhaps a score Of the frontier towns
where the largest proportion of reIn
fugee population had been dumpedGer- the hurried retreat before the
man hosts. Conditions were serious
but the major
beyo"d description,
part of the suffering was due to famine rather than exposure.
Pcoplo Knt Grass
The shortage of food was Such that
In many instances refugees were seen
in the fields eating or attempting to
eat grass.
Terrible as was the plight of tho
in
people of the?o refugee districts alwar time, they can hope for little
leviation with the coming of a forced
can
peace. Practically no harvests
be expected this year In- - these districts, for no seed will be available,
and moreover there are no agricultural implements left, nor any horses
or draft animals of any kind- Thousands of Rumanian horses died of starvation during the winter, for the
peasants were too exhausted in caring
their own needs to make any attempt
to provide for their beasts.
In France Ihe horses would have
been put to good use as meat for human foot, but the Rumanian peasant
has an nbhorre'flce "of horse' flesh b
meat.

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Store ybun
next winter'
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Ore,, Engineer Who Fields and Orchards Bare of
Prisoner for Two
Grains and Fruits While PeoMonths, Did Not Suffer Seple Look Hopelessly Toward
vere Hardship During Period
Reconstruction Days,
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bringstheir

Kodak finishing to us. Why not
You? Hanna & Hanna, Master
Photographers. Twice daily service. Remember, Satisfaction
guaranteed.,
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McCALl
For Summer
smiles- - and
quaintest'

Sum-

mer dresses and
for the lady who
wraps her patriotism about
her like a cloak,
McCali Patterns
are best.
.
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June 30. S. J. Koncn-campresident of the Commercial
Telegrapher's Union of America to
night announced that he had issued a
call for a strike of members of the
union employed by the Western Union
Chicago.
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IJANGKK8 OF cOSTIVENESfi.
,'
headache; lassU
Aide, irritability, "blues," sallowhesa.
blotches, are among tho results of conIt long neglected It may
stipation.
nause plies, ulceration of bowels,
n.

-

'arta'qnax

Dr. Antoinette d'Artagnan, a woman physician of France, has come to
the United States after losing all her
property, which was worth considerable, when the Germans went through
Belgium. Since she has helped soldiers of the line and will aooa return.
to, tb field,

A

nervous prostra.lon, par

lysis. Don't delay treatment. Best
remedy Is Foley Catharti6 Tablets, as
many thousands know frtfrn expert.
ence. Tbey not only do their work
surely, easily, gently, but without in- Jury to stomach or. Intestinal lining.
Oontaifci

,'no habit-fortnt9cio tyerywaore.

ni

element.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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III ARGENTINA

MOftNINC JOURNAL

Lux-bu- rg

Continent Vanishes,

)

HOUNINa

JOUNl.

WHEAT ARE FIXED

London. June 30. German gunners
great activity this morning
against the new British. positions east
of Nieppe forest, on the Flanders
front, the war office announced today. Hostile artillery also bombarded
British positions in the Albert sector.
A- German attack on a British
post
near
today was repulsed after
Bhowed

Mej-ris-

L1.H1 WHI
30. The depar-

Buenos Aires, June
ture of Count Karl von Luxburg, the
deposed minister of the German empire, eight months after the Argentine government ordered him out of
Argentina,- recalls the failure of Ger
many's fondest dream in Argentina
the establishment of a wireless station
powerful enough to maintain direct
communication with the big German
siution at Nauen.
The day after Luxburg was given
his passports, this station was dismantled by the Argentina government
which withdrew the temporary confession under which it was operating.
Great secrecy surrounded this station.
Was Nut to lie I'Hod.
Early last year the Argentine gov
ernment issued a temporary concession to enable a German syndicate to
conduct experiments with a wireless
station, on the promise that the station would merely attempt to receive
the Nauen dispatches and would not
be used for the transmission of messages. It later became known that
the station was sending asN well as
ceiving.
Home
time beforo the Luxburg
r.candal, tho Argentine government
had put a representative at the sta
tion to keep it sealed. When it was'
learned that the station was operating
despite the presence of the government agent, the president sent a naval
officer to dismantle the station and to
remain there to see that it was not re- -

Due to Advance

,

communication

,.
reads:
''Early this morning the enemy attacked one of our posts In tho neigh-

.

AUSTRIAN.
LUIID Willi

Vienna,' June
London.)
While' admitting that tho Italians in
d
fighting penetrated the
Austrian lines- on Monte Dt Valbella,
the Austrian war office In its official
communication today declares-tha- t
the
Italians were driven back shortly afterward by counter-attack30-(- via

hand-to-han-

s.

ITALIAN
(

MORNINS JOURNAL SRICIAL LIARIO

.

A' you going to save sugar or
fcre you Going to waste it? , ,
Are you going to use the smallest
amount of Bugar possible or are you
going to continue to use sugar as
you did In the days before the. war?
... Saving sugar here means sugar
over there, and ships to carry, it,
from here to there,
You probably lliave heard that
there is no shortage of sugar, and
that the raw sugar output la
big.
da, if not bigger than ever, and someone- has told you that there is no
need or saving sugar, 'ibis. !s. the
most Insidious sort of German
propaganda because It Is partly true
and, partly false.
-

.

The. shortage
sugar In this
country is not duo to anv shortage
sugar crop, but to u shortage of
,
ships.
Seventy-fiv- e
per cent, of the sugar
In

Home, June 30. Italian forces supported by .allied troops attacked
positions on the Italian-!',
front Saturday and captured
Monte i Valbella after a .bitter struggle. The Italian war office announces
that more than 800
'
were taken prisoner.
''.
AT! Ill ft Til
TODAY.
Strong counter-attack- s
throughout VB" .TlK'aU'iwBlue Blazes Raw
the day and night were repulued by'
the fire of the Itllan infantry, artil- den','' .with 'William S., Hurt in the
constructed.
leading role, is being repeated today;
The German station was situated on lery and, machine Suns.
The text of the official statement also the "Weekly Events" reel of inthe estate of a very wealthy and well
teresting pictures.
reads;
known Argentine about forty-fiv- e
"Wn the Asingo plateau, where
Crystal Opcrallouso Dark.
miles from liucnos Aires near I'lomer.
lilool Thist.T Dark.
K was six miles from the railroad sta- heroic resistance on. June J4 crushes
tion but its posts could be seen from the impetus of preponderant enemy
Lyric Theater Harry llorey starforces and where, ja dally acts of ring in "A Game of Fate," a five-rethe railroad on a clear day.
bravery Italian troops have become feature; also a comedy reel and one
Powerful Station Built.
Some idea of the size of the radio united, in action and in glory with the reel, "Screen Telegram,"
station can be gleaned from the fact British and .French allies, fighting ., I'astiim.' Tlicai or Repeating Vir
began anew.
ginia Pearson as the lending charac
that the antennae were stretched yesterday
.
along sixteen posts, set at coital dis an "At dawn our. troops sustained by ter In "The Firebrand;" also the Sunintense artillery fire and sunnort- - shine comedy, entitled "A Neighbor's
tances apart and covering two miles.
These posts were sev enty feet high! ed by sorties resolutely carried out by Keyhole."
r u"'e ' auaclea Monte Hi Val-o- f
The experimenters had a good deal
AT THK "B."
trouUo With atmospheric eondi-- l bclla ',and 8uccee(led- - nftfir a
frm the e"emy
"'Blue Ulazes' Rawden," with
tlons. The operator, Richard Mrtz.ler.i "rUfBle;'n WrC3tinf
S. Hart in the title role, will be
stated that he had been able to talk'
da,y and n,sht lnrg0 enemy
in
atPunched
w.ero
counter
the attraction tui the "B" theater for
withou: difficulty with Knaln.' which T.1CKH
B
tn
K...
nrill
ailnhla,
u
"
ij l
was relaying tho Nauen messages, and
ii t, im the lust time today. This will be the
tha: it would not be long beforo he pulsed by our infantry and decimated fourth appearance of the famous Ince
concentrations
by
of artillery and star In Arteraft pictures, and pre
would be ;yble to talk direct with
Nauen. His station was dismantled machine gun fire from airplanes. The sents him in the role of a hardy lumwas
carried
victoriously held berjack in tho frozen wilds of the Caa week after he made that statement, position
,
... ;t
UbV,
;
v ;
nadian northwest. In place of the
'
and largely because of his stutement. by
Twenty-one,
enemy officers and familiar western outfit Is a figure
This enterprise was one of the most 788
soldiers
of
Impor ant, In the minds of local Ger- to four differentother ranks, belonging clad in blanket coat and fur, and thS
divisions, were made
g
man official, as this station was to
weslern typos are re.
have served for the receipt of the Ger- prisoner. Cannon, trench mortars and placed by habitues of the resort mainnumerous
machine
guns were cap- tained by n renegade
to
man propaganda messages. Luxburg
tured.
,'
f
the timber men from their
is understood to have been
separate
Fren-zellpersonally
a
east
"FurthPr
between the
wages.
responsible for the enterprise and the
the Brenta river, one
The entire Hart comnany was transstation was located on the estate of a of ourvalley nndtook
by assault a well ported to the northern woods to film
parties
man known to be his close friend,
observation
point ., on the
Now the s atlon Is dismantled, Lux- fortified
for " 'Blue Blazes' Rawsouthern slopes of Rasso Rosso, cap- - the exteriors
and
den,"
considerable In-- !
suffered;
burg has- gone end the local Germans
two officers
and thirty-on- e
convonie.nco
find their propaganda taskn difficult turlng
from'
the
cold weather,!
men.
nc-one, though they are still doing the
j
"On the remainder of our front blizzards sometimes confining the
to the shelter of the rough shacks
best they can do with It.
our artillery carried out effective and tors
for days at a time.
harrassing bombardments At . Capo
According to Hart, who directed the
Sile. putol operation
brought us some
production in addition to playing the
In the Ijagarina and
prisoners.
title role, the absence of horses whs
valleys enemy railways establish- not relished
by the men who practiments were bombarded by our
cally live in the saddle in California,
and who performed the hard work of
OF
dragging sleighs by hand along the

used In thlE countr? has to be carried here in ships. Thene same ships
are needed to transport our troops,
our munitions, and the food for the
Allies and our soldiers and sailors,
to France. Part ot these sugar
carrying ships have .been transferred to more important carrier
This lias resulted in a
service.
largely lessened import tonnage of
sugar and this means a shortage of'
sugai here.
CU;r .soidlers and sailors nnd the
Allie must Ire sunplb-with sugar.
That supply must comu out of our
limited supply here.
No law has been a.iked to compel the individual to apportion his
supply of susar in a
logical
and unseinh manner.
The Food Administration merely
ASICS you to save.
What are you coiner to do about
It?
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AT THK I'ASTl.Mi:.

"Tho Firebrand" Is a title that ex
plains much of Virginia Pearson's new;
photoplay, and which will be seen for
the last time today at the Pastime
theater. Sho bailies with crowds of
In
in
revolutionists
llusslu
und
the end conies off victorious
but
u revolutionist herself. It Is a drama
peculiarly fitted. for Miss I'eurson. It
gives her an opportunity to exhibit
emotional powers;
her highly-traine- d
and she makes the screen snap wUh
vigor and power;
"The Firebrand" is a story that
tells of the present revolution in Kus- sla. She herself is a princess and like
all of the titled persons of that country she at first fights for tho herlt- Bge'of centauries figh's against the;
working
people who demand the
rclns.of government held so long and
so domineeringly by those of the princess' class. Hut when tho whole
truth is shown to .hen, when she
knows that her own brother has been
killed by tho treachery of her aristocratic relatives, who are working with
the Ocrmao kaiser for the ruinad
tion of Russia, she turns to be a
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Potatoes Beginning
to Mature on Sandy
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PlictogrupliH Wanted.
.luno' 3&. A request
Washington,
that photographs of naval m:m who
have lost their lives in the war against
Harwell tins' bf escaping the death Germany be sent to the navy department for preservation In the official
chair.
The story was written by Tom Ter-ris- records, was made today by Secretary
well known Vitagraph director, Daniels. They will be copied und
especially for Hairy Murey, who is
seen to splendid advantage in the role
of Harwell, lie Is supported by Hetty
Hlylhe, who makes here first appearance us leading woman in Blue Ribbon features, and by Percy Standing,
Denton
Culllurd, nnd
Stanley VV'alpole.
There will be seen in connection
with the above, a comedy reel nnd a
"Screen Telegram" reel.
At tlic Lyric in "A Came i.f

"
Rawden" was written for Hart by J G. Hawks, 'and Is
Paris, June 30. French troops late unique in that there is no love story
tonight attacked the German lines In the play.
,
northeast of Chateau Thierry, on the
Marne front, and captured the crest AT Til K l.YKIO.
tV MMNIMS JOUftHAL RRtclAL LIAMD WIM) ' of the ridge, taking 285 prisoners. '
Love of a girl defying and finally
The text of the statement reads
Amsterdam, June 80. Dr. Alexanbreaking down the clrcumslantial evi"The French executed a number of dence which condemns the man she.
der Wekerle, the Hungarian premier,
caused a sensation in parliament Sat. raids last night, notably west of Han loves to death for a murder which
urday with a declaration regarding the sard and south of Autreches, and took never was committed, Is powerfully
..
,
,i
losses In. the last prisoners.
- "South of the Ourcq, French troops portrayed in "A Came of Fate," the
Italian offensive, according to a BudaVitagraph Blue Ribbon
In
course
the
of a local operation cap which will be the attraction feature,
pest dispatch today. The premier said
at the
exciting rumors were being circulated tured last night at io o'clock the crest Lyric theater today only.
; ,
regarding the losses which were much surrounded by.Mosloy and Passy-E- n
Hobert Harwell, a young millionValois. Our troops realized an ad aire, wagers with o friend he
exaggerated. The
can "get
armies were withdrawn on the Piave vance of 800 yards on a front of 1.8 himself convicted of murder
on evifront In order to spare lives.. h said. miteB,! Tho French took 286 prisoners, dence he himself
"plants."- Affidavits
.
.
since they must have sustained great including three officers.
are. made out to guard against any
, "In the Vosges, ,the French repulsed
losses naa iney held that line.
possible contingency and., the friend
'But, how great are our losses?" In a German, raiding detachment.
disappears. Harwell Is found guilty
in reality.
"Aviation:
On June .28-2- 9
termpted Deputy Zllnsky.
our and condemned to die In. the chair.
ine number of prisoners ; taken chasing planes brought down fifteen and on the, day of .his sentence he ; The management Is also repeating
was recently-stateto be 18,000," the Germans
two captive learns that his friend, whom he is
the Sunshine comedy, "A Neighbor's
suppremier replied. "I must, however. balloons. .Nineteen other enemy air posed to haye murdered, has
perished Keyhole."
correct tnut statement. The truth t planes were damaged.
when a steamship on, which he Is re
that the Italians have taken ,12,009
"Our bombing planes in- tho course turning from
Europe Is torpedoed. He
wnne dii.vuu
Italians fell Into our of
period carried out day Sends
fn tho atti.
hands.
In the ase of an offensive and night expeditions in which, forty-seve- n tlavits atiuunosed frleml
and this man seeks to use them 1
and a retreat this figure cannot be
tons of projectiles were dropped tp force the girl, whom Harwell loves
termed excessively hlgh. , Mucll sad with success on aviation, grounds (in to
marry him. she refuses and ho deder Is the loss we suffered In 'dead, the Homme sector, in tho region
of
stroys the documents, the last hope
wounded and sick; mostly slcl. In the
and.Braye, )n.the valley of tho
tenth and eleventh Italian offensive AVrea and on railroad
at
,. stations
"Tot five years my hist and stifferei
we lost 80,000 to '100,000 men. Now, Solssons,
Fereeri,Tardenols, etc.;
with his stomach. The medicine he took
however, our losses are similar, about
.'.'.In addition, live tons of explosives
only gave relief for a while, nothing
were dropped June.. 28 on German
enrea, writes Mrs
troops which were preparing a counter-aSarah Baker of Not
ttack
In th region of Cutry. .. ;
tinghill, Mp. f'Oui
"Lieutenant Fonck brought down
merchant bought
three German airplanes June- 25 and
some- - of Chamber-Iain'.Ttt most economical
cleansing and two others
Potatoes, not of the Inferior varieJune 27, bringing the nummedicinei
germicidal of all antiseptic is
ber destroyed by him up to forty-nine.- " ty but the kind that ig fully up to
last fall and also rev
the standard, are beginning to maceived some free trial
j
ture In the war garden at the Universamples of Chamberlain's Stomach and
sity of New Mexico. This Is the first
Liver Tablets . He
time that potatoes have ever been
gave as some of them
raised on the sandy soil 'eun of the
Berlin, Jun 30 (via London.)
and I wanted my husThe
A aolublo XntiwDtk Powder to official
......
....
',
band to try them. He
communication from general city,.:.,,:
Fifteen acres of, once desert sand
be dissolved in water as needed. headquarters
said it would do no
today says:
t
the
institution now form a garden
"The fighting In the sectors north
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
food. His stomach
in treating catarrh, inflammation or of the Ly and south of the Aisne in- spot, containing among other crops
been troubling
300
him worse than ever.
pounds of peas already harvested,
ulceration of nose, throat, and that creased ; artillery activity continued
"'-i.fAt l&cit on Friday 1
i
caused by feminine Ills it has no equal throughout, the day.' in-- the evenin? lettuce, radishes, tomatoes, cauliflowtold him if he would
For ten years, the Lydia E Plnkham It revived on the remainder of tho er, beets, onions, cabbage, sweet pepnot take those tablets
the Yaer and the pers, watermelons, canteloupes, string
Medicine Co. has recommsnded Paxtine front between
- ,
I was going to send fot
;
Marne.
,;'";.
peas, chill, cucumbers,
and pinto
fc their private
with
a doctor, and ha KuiA
orreapondence
:.
There were small " Infantry
v:
beanrv
.
n
t , .
fa e would
women, which proves its superiority,
take
Bv Mondnv h wu
them.
r:
Frank
duringAnderson,, superintendent of Bke another man. The blues
strong enemy
Wotuca who have De- were
say ithrusU south of the Curcq and as a grounds and buildings Is In
charge- of no more trouble wtyh his stomach,gone,
it is "worth its We
ant.
.a gold. " At result a sucessful operation by our the garden,., which is Irrigated
by
best
the
la
that
the
part
trouble
has not
ttrnggists. 66o.' iar( box, or by mail troops at Hartmannsweiler-Kop- f
we mtans of the Institution's ownpump- returned. I cannot
Chain
SThfl Paztoa TcUsti x, Boston. Mass
praise
captured prisoners."
Tablets: too highly."
ing plant.
t
M1V MONNIN

s

Ma.id-ard-

ltHlni
I'olaiit Hal ion.
Amsterdam, June 30. Official announcement was made In Itcrlin today
that u reduction of from seven tn
three pounds weekly would bo made
in the pototo ration, four hundrVd
grammes of oatmeal or other cereal
food will be distributed Instead. Th
potato ration at Potsdam has been reduced to two pounds wllh half a
pound of groats.
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l to result in
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Tho use of fireworks, with
tlm exception
of hnrmlcwt
spjirklors, wifl bit prohibited
in the city limits on July ft.
Members of ihn Kllcn depart-incu- t

'

r

nr

PROHIBIT FIREWORKS
IN CITY JULY FOURTH

announced yesterday that
the dcMirtmcnt would ke-sharp lookout, for violators. In
so doing they will he living up
to n clly ordinance which pro.
hibiis tho use of all fireworks.

;

,

.

Large quantities of munll flags of
the allied nations have been ordered
by the committee in charge of the
evening celebration to bo held on the
campus in front of Uodey hall nt the
t'nlversity of New Mexico on the
fourth of July. These flags will be
sold on tho grounds by members of
tho lied Cross and in the booths at TO
small prices, the money to no to the
soi iety. U is thought that many families will want to purchase at Uast
one flag, of ouch allied nation fur

j

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS

!fscs

'

THHEF

booth will meet iii s "i.iot-'- i as, w ill
one of the leading cou
nnd accompany him to Kc ley ball.' v.'hcrs
work on the booths wi:i tit; rturted.
The entertainments .u ;hr vario-.- s
booths will not only h i unique but )
way in which the oomi.iiiiees in charge
of the booths wll greet the public
upon their approach wi.l be a novelty.
Persons at tho booths will greet the
public with "(Tood evenin.;," in the
tongue of the nation which they represent. In this way the public will
have a chance to learn to say vC.oo.l
evening" in six different languages.
Owing to the interest being shown
in the coming celebration. Col. D. K.
B. Sellers in charge said last night
that probably BOO automobiles would
be needed to help carry the crowds
t5 the campus, for this reason, persons who have their own car are asked
to take their own family to the hill
and then return for members of soma
of the patriotic organizations who will
be in walling nt the Y. M. C. A. build.
Ing. The exercis-e-s
will start at 7:30
o'clock.

Committees in charge of the Italian
and
booths nut yesterday afternoon and evening and arranged the
entertainment for their booths. Although none of Hie entertainments to
be held nt any of the booths have
announced, It is said that committees
have some surprises in store for the
public. The Italians have appointed
a committee to arrange for pome spectacular Illumination for the Italian
$2.20.
The price basis for No. 2 wlieit will booth.
Members in charge of the Kim-lisbe 3 cents below No; 1 and for No
3, 4 cents-beloNo. 2. (Trades below
o. : will be dealt with on sample-Speciaclasses of w;ie:i' will be sold
on the following schedule:
Dark hard winter, 2 cenrs above
2
hniil winter; dark nortlurr
ev,!s above northern spring; timber
diirii.i.. 2 cents above durum: yello.v
hnrdv Inter, 2 cents ut'ili-- hard v.
; red
spring, K cents under northern
.ring; red Walla, 7 ccnH under
rod winter, red durum, 7 cents under
d it rii iv, soit white, 2 cents under hard
haid
white; w! te club, 4 eeius

Austro-Hunga-ria-

.

in

AT CELEBRATION

inter-mounta-

In whose cup?
Yours or the soldier's

Jn
WIRt)

BDABD

!
MORNINO JOURNAL .p.ClAL l.A.fft WIAI
New York, June 3n, Xt-wlient
prices,
advanced
by
freight rates, wero announced here tonight by the food administration grain
It was stated that s.
corporation.
minimum price of 2 a bushel for So
1 Wheat aboard cars in tho
territory will be made effective. Details of the plan will be
made public soon.
The cvorporution's announcement
said that No. I wheat of the northern
hard winter, red winter.
spring,
Durum and red wheat ptades will be
sold in the vario-jnnrkcts at the following basic pr'.eps:
New York,
Philadelphia,
ti.39; Baltimore and Newport News,
12.38ft; Duluth nnd Minneapolis,
12.21 Mt ; Chicago,
$2.2fi; .St. Louis.
$2.2-1Kansas t'ity ami Omaha, $2.18;
New Oilcans nnd Galveston, $2.2M
Tacoma,
Seattle,
Portland, Astoria,
San Francisco
and
Angeles,,

borhood of Merris, but was repulsed

Nt PMSC JOURNAL apaCIAL

SELUMANY FLAGS

Freight Colors of Allied Nations OrRates the Old Scale Has
dered in Large Quantities
Had to Be Revised by Food
for Exercises to Be Held at
Administration Bureau.
University July 4,

.

after sharp fighting,
"We captured a few prisoners during the night in patrol encounters on
different parts of the front."The hostile artillery developed
considerable activity early this morn
ing . against our positions east of
Dieppe-forestThe enemy's artillery
has been active also durjng the night
in the Albert1 sector, .orth of the
Scorpo and near Kestubert."
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CROSS WILU

LIAKO Win!)

MPBCIAL

With Departure of Count
Hope of German Comfighting.
munication With Western sharp
.The text of'i the
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NEW PRICES OF

BRITISH.
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In Who's Cup ?

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

DISMANTLED

Monday. July 1, 1918.
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Come on, You Loyal

Americdmi and 1M9
hfilti FRRF. the fnrivM
uiui our vnuuren may
live in peace. : ; ;

.

Mecriiitiiipl
Call at Room 21
ikiKih
OlCcltlOll VGrant Building

v:yytlfty'

Monday, July

Albuquerque Morning Journal,'.!'

FOUR

CUBS DROP FIRST

Come and see our busy

Retreading Kettle

Hi

GAME 7 TO 0

J
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1918.
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Vernon
San Francisco,
Morning game

'THEN

iVrrnon

Batteries: Quinn
Proudt and Mitze.

PLft! TIE

League Leaders Fail to Win
Either Contest of Double-headWith Reds; Second
Game Called at 7 o'clock.

er

WORK GUARANTEED
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34

Ilrooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis

. .

.

.".4

.

.

.

.

.

""'i
Demitt

uhujuj-.-

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
St. Louis
Del roit
.

Contest.

.

.

.

....

Philadelphia
!

SKOAL LtA.rO WtI1

OUWHAL

MOANING

Chicago, June 30. Bhellenhack's
wild pitch and heavy hitting by Demitt and Henrdyx gave St. Louis a victory today in the second game of a
double-headeDemitt's
scheduled
home run in the ninth inning was
the deciding run The first game was
called off on account of rain. Score:
St. Louis.
AB. R. H. PO. A E.
4
0
I 0 0
Tobin, cf
r.
0
:i
0
0
Maisel, HI)
1
r.
0
3
0
2
Demitt, rf
0
:!
2
5
0
Hendryx, If
1
1
0
0
4
Uedeon, 2b
1
1
0
8
Johns, lb
2
0
2
2
0
4
Austin, bs
Nunamaked, c . . . 2 1 0 4 0 0
4
0
1
2
0
3
Wright, p
r.

1

.1

1

38

Totals

27

12

4

2

1

0

,.'p

AB. Tl. II. PO. A K
0
0

3

Leibold, If
Weaver, 3b
K. Collins. 2 b
Gandil, lb
Felsch, cf
X Collins, rf
Risberg, bs
SchaiU, c
Shellenbaek, p
sMurphy

3

.

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0 10
4
0

1

1

4
4

0
0

1

3

0

4

1

2

2

7

3

0
0
0
0

0

1

1

0
0
0

3
3
0
0

1

;

2

2

3

3

.

0

0

2.0

2

4

KJacobs

1

33
Totals
a Batted for Schalk

1

0

1

9 27 14

3

1

ninth.

in

Batted for Shellenback In ninth.
Score by innings:
000 020 0114
St. 'Louis
000 002 0013
Chicago
e
hits J. ColSummary.
lins, Demitt (2), Austin. Three buse
hits 13. Collins, Hendryx, Risberg.
Home run DemittStolpn bases
Tobin (2). Leibold, Gandil. Bacrlfice
hit Weaver. Donblp plays Aimtln
to Johns. Bases on halls Off Wright
2, off Shellenback 4.
zz

Two-bas-

Boston 3; Wa.sliingUm I.

Washington, June 30. Ruth's eleventh home run of the season, a drive
over the right field wall in the tenth,
scoring Shean, who had singled, gave
Boston a victory over Washington today in the third game of the series.
Washington tied the score in the
ninth, the only time hits were
bunched on Mays. Score:
BoHlor-- .

AB. It.
Hooper, rf
Rhean, 2 b

S

0

fi

1

Ruth,

4

if

Schang. c
Mclnnls, lb

PO

IT.

. .

If

Stansbury,

8

.

Scott, ss

Totals

39

3'

Washington.
AB. R.

IT.

PO. A. E.

Foster, 3b
Judge, lb

Alnsmith

0

30

2

1

Milan, cf
fcchulte, rf
Morgan, 2b
Lavan, ss

17

11

Shanks, If

0

1

1

11

0

S

4

3

c

1
,

p

Score by tunings:

'Boston
Washington
Summary:

3

35

.484
.470
.4 3'.

0

.3.r,5

4

....

J. C.

'

1

'

in

.....
Two-bas-

23

001 000 000
000 000 001 0

hits

e

1

Hooper,
Sacrifice

'

Twtmi 10.2: r!cve'antl
"' Cleveland, June 30Cleveland lost
to
both ends of today's double-headDetroit. In the first game Coveleskie
was hit' hard and was poorly supported. Cobb made seven hits.
2-- 0.

-

er

First game

Score by Innings:

:hj,,100
.. . .106

R. If. E.
;

312 201

10 11

16

:,

6
010 0u0
Batteries: Dauss and Yelle; Covel- -

COMPANY

"Pw

1

other;

1

,

HELP

,

UNCLE
SAM

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

7 13x26
31
Totals
x Douglass out hit by batted ball
nattox.wi. uworrc.
Score by innings:
p.rooklyn at Hoston.
0
000 000 000
;
Chicago
Philadelphia at New York.
7
401 002 00
Cincinnati
e
hits L. Magea
Summary:
AMERICAS I.KAGCF.
Polish. Ilollocher, Mann. Paskert.
Detroit at Cleveland.
Three base hits Neale. Sacrifice hits
New York at Philadelphia.
L. Magee 3, Roush 2. Double plays
Hoston at. Washington.
444
44XH
444
Merkle unassisted;
Wortman to 4444M
St. Louis at Chicago.
Merkle. Bases on balls Off Ring 4,
Hendryx 4, Douglass
Innings pitcheskie, Groom and Thomas.
ed Hendryx
7
Douglass
Serond game
Struck out By Ring 1, Douglass 3.
K.
H.
II.
Score by innings:
Second game:
0
2 10
000 001 10
Detroit
Score:
r. h. E.
BY PAl'l. Pl'HMAX.
.war conditions until it presents a far
0
3
0
000
000
00
Cleveland
.
.200 500 000
12 2
The turning point of the baseball different aspect than the club which
Batteries: Boland and Yelle; Bagby Chicago
Cincinnati .020 005 000 00 7 12 3 season is July 4.
last fall.
j won the championship
and O'Neill.
Baterlcs:
and
Tyler
Killifer;
Although this date does not exuctlyj The Chicago pitching staff is sadly
(Called end of the eighth Inning on
Schnieder, Regan, Eller and Allen. divide the season in equal parts it is weakened 'by the loss of Falter and
account of darkness.)
The loss of Jackson cut
(Eleven innings, called by
recognized us the time when the big Williams.
into
the offensive
Hcague clubs begin their big drives for tremenduously
HIGHLAND SLUGGERS
the pennant.
strength.
St. Louts, 2; Pittsburgh, 1.
With one exception in the history
DEFEAT POST OFFICE
Right now the class of the league
St. Louis, June 30. A three-bas- e
The New
of baseball it has been the rule that 'seems to be in the east.
NINE IN TWO GAMES wild throw by Steele was responsible a club out of the running July 4 York club and Boston Red Sox are
for two runs In the fourth Inning would have no chance at the pennant, dangerous to any other club's ospira-Th- c
The Highland Sluggers defeated the which beat him. Pittsburgh won the
exxception was the Boston Braves tions. Managers of four, other clubs
j 'in
the league have told me the club
Postoffice nine in both games of a second game In 'the eleventh, a triple of 1914.
double-heade- r
at Hopewell field yes- by Caton and a double by Blgbee
July 4, then, Is the logical time to that beats out the Yanks will win the
Whether this club can go
get a line on the clubs to form aiiienmint.
terday afternoon. The score for the scoring the winning run. Score;
d
idea of how they will finish in the along lis well without Pipp, who will
firs,, game ended 12 to 0 and the
First game:
fall.
jl.e caught In the next draft, remains to
It to 4. A feature of both games "'
Pittsburgh.
Conditions this year are so compli-.b- e
Been,
was the heavy hitting of the Sluggers.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
The Red Sox will go through the
0
0
3
0
0 cated by men being called Jnto service I
4
Armijo, who did the twlnling in the Leach, rf
n
with the strongest pitching staff
1
first game for the victors, landed the Blgbee. If
0
4
3
0 0 that it is rather hard to form an
in the league but probably will lose
ion .on how the c'Hibs will finish.
4
0
0
3 0
only home run of the afternoon in Carey, cf
The prediction made in this article 'two more players in the draft. Everett
the first coniest, when two runners Cutshaw, 2b ...... .4 0 1 2 2
will be based on what the clubs have Scott and Dutch Leonard, who piob- were on base. The batteries for the MollvvIU, lb ... .4 0 1 9 0
done so far and considering the clubs ably will be called late this summer.
4
games wore:
1
1
0
3
Caton, ss
as they appear at this time.
Cleveland, with an unchanged line-li- p
First game: Sluggers Armijo and McKechnle. 3b
1
1
0
2
0
will be a dangerous factor for anyThe American l'agtio.
Pena. Postoffice
Rubl and Sgan- - Schmidt, c
1
3
2
0
4
in the 1e ' -. but if Chapman is
All
conditions
the
considered,
thing
zini.
2
0
0
2
0
Steele, p
ih end of the reason
should
lost
before
fall
race
American
this
Secord game: Sluggers D. Chaves lllinchman
League
0
1
0
0
0
and Cordova; Postoffice
develop Into one of the most hotly Fohl will have a big problem on his
Hart and
in the life of the league.
hands.
Sanchez.
2 contested
32 1 5 24 11
Totals
Clark Griffith has a great deal of
Right now there .nre five clubs
f
for Steele in 9th.
.'Batted
which must be considered In the run- faith in his Nationals and they may
HERALD TEAM HHU'FITS
Louis.
St.
A CONTEST TO .IOCRXAL
ning Boston, New York, Clevolund, provo a factor in the rare.
AB. R. H. TO. A. E.
best bet In the
und Washington.
Right now the
0 Chicago
0
cf
....23
The Evening Herald baseball team, I.rathcole,
I do not look for the White Sox league is Boston with New York a
3b
to repeat this year. The club, erratic close second.
which was scheduled to meet the Balrd,
4
0 13
It Is bard to linagino Detroit, Phil
at its best in 1917, has been torn by
Morning Journal players at Hopewell Grim, lb
2
field in the morning, forfeited a game Hornsby, ss
2
to the latter by failing to put in an Lcail, rf
2
be the representative of tho American
appearance. The Journal team made Mcllenry, If
I
Automobile association.
The third
lis debut, howe'er, by defeating a Wallace, 2b
"
pick-u- p
judge is A. Little.
team, 13 to 7. Although the Gonzales, c
Journal players have inly been re- Ames, p
"If the cars can make such good
on the track as it is now," said
cently organized, they ace willing to
speed
4
2
1 27.20
22
Totals
a member of the committee In charge
accept challenges from other teams.
Score by Innings:
yesterday, "Just think what the cars
1
000 000 001
will make when the track is put in
Pittsburgh
000 200 OOx 2
St. Louis
shape." The track will bo as fast as
FAVOR
2
hits
base
Blgbee,
Summary:
any in the country.
Stolen bases Cutshaw.
HeathcolA
OF
The edges of the track will be
Sacrifice
Caton.
Beall.
Sacrifice hits
banked, red gravel will be sprinkled
Wallace
Double
over the entire course
play
and rolled.
fly Wallace.
BOXING IN ARMY
off
to Grimm. Bases on Balls
Clyde, Tinglev. with the use of the
nut
3.
Struck
by
Steele 7; Ames
equipcitys sprinkling and
0'Connell Nearly Overturns in ment, w'ill spend three grading
Steele 2. Ames 3.
days in seeing
In shape, ' the
Second game:
that tho track is
Trying to Make Curves at work of fixing the put
track to begin this
Score by Innings:
It. H. E.
High Speed'; Trophy to Bo morning.
3
14
Boxing and Baseball.
Pittsburgh 201 000 010
2
9
Given Winner of Main Event
E. T. Chase, who will take an acSt. Louis ,.300 000 010
TO MORN.NO JOUflNALi
laPICIAL CONRBIPONOtNCI
tive part In aiding the program comBatteries: Cooper and Schmidt;
Washington, June 30. Officers of
mittee, said last night that Red Cross
the national army place high premium Doak and Gonzales.
Entries for the nutomobilo races committees will begin gelling tickets
on their
officers
'which are to form the main attrac for the program today. The tickets
who have developed through the study
ns a basis for bayonet tion at Traction park on the after will be fifty cents. The greater part
of boxing, qualities which thoroughly aggressive spirit
noon of July 4 have already begun of the receipts is to go to the society.
fl. them to be aggressive loaders of Instruction."
to the grandstand will be
Dr. Raycroft said that in some training for the events. Seven auto Admission
'
men, according to "Packey" McFar
been drivers tried out their cars on the free. "
as many as 600 men have
land, the war department commission camps
Instruc- 'track for the first time yesterday
The antoists are not- the only ones
on training camp activities' boxing In- developed as assistant boxingJuck O'bonnell, driving getting ready for the afternoon's prowork under the bu- - afternoon.
structor ai. Cump Zachary Taylor, tors. Theseof men commission's
boxing a Hudson Super Six had a narrow gram." Jack Toroci and Benny Corthe
pervlslon
Louisville, Ky. Invariably they
s policy escape from overturning when trying dova, lightweights, who iire tQ put on
to the men in their command instructor and the commission
an organization for to make one of the curves at high a five round boxing exhibition, have
similur fighting qualities, through the of building up
set up headquarters in Old Albuquerteaching the fundamentals of boxing speed. The car took its "wabbling
medium of boxing.
when O'Connell, speeding more que and will begin training today:
effective.
is
to
soldier
spell''
our
proving
"There Is no doubt," said Dr. Jomiles an lidur, tried Procoplo Martinez, featherweight, and
than sixty-eigseph E. Raycroft, director of the athto round the curve at the southeast FauHtino Garcia, are preparing to box
letics division of the commission, "that
end of the track without shutting off four rounds as a preliminary to the
a knowledge of boxing Is a big factor AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION the engine.
'.
main bout. The. fighters will receive
?;
in' the men's promotion
from the
no money for their exhibitions; their
A trophy cup presented by tho Naranks; not so much that they know
to draw larger
tional Life Insurance Company of the only object being
how to box as a sport, but that the
At Minneapolis
Indianapolis Southwest for the winner of the main crowd and thus indirectly help the
fighting spirit and leadership which
event of the day has Increased the In- Red Cross
results from boxing as taught In the
At Kansas City
Columbus
terest In the races to an even higher
Manager D. Chaves of the Highland
army mukes the promotion a possibilAt St. Paul
Louisville
Max Nordhaus, president of Sluggers baseball team, which Is to
degree.
ity. Out of the thirty-nin- e
privates
the Automobile club of, Albuquerque, play the Estancia nine on the same
and corporals who took the intensive SATS IT ACTED MKB A CHARM. received a telegram yesterday from afternoon, announced last night that
Instruction for assistants In boxing
the American Automobile' association the work of putting the ball grounds
In one camp,
twenty-seve- n
were chlal troubles which persist at this authorizing the automobilo club here In shape for a fast game will be start01
are
ut
kii
in year usually
made
This special lime
th association ed today. Although the Sluggers are
character. That Is all the more to hold the race.'. under
ir-'ltraining is u great help to the non- reason why a truly reliable remod rules.
rated the strongest team In the city,
',
commissioned officers in maltalnlng Tib. IPmIaw' Ilnnnu n . Tat PAmmillnfl
The Judges for Xhe'yace will be the they will strengthen their lineup with
the respect of the men, and it makes should b used. Mrs. Margaret Pmaie. same as announced previously with Ross Salazar, former player of the
the
themselves more val- Bishop. Calif., writes: "Foley's Honey the exeeptibn of B. T, Chasi. who will Texas league. He will play first base.
Tar Is a grand remedy: more than act as the Judge, representing the Au- The Estancia team defeated the
uable officers. The company com. and
I
MiMaHn. frfll
aIsImaiI tr-- I. T
In place Sluggers 3 to 0 several weeks ago. The
manderg and officers of higher rank a cold last week
vsed the medi- - tomobile club bf AlSiltjueraue;
and
. K. B. Sel
addition of Salter to the Slugger Is
those
Col.
value, especially
sergeants who
anA ir in.Ari Hir m :rn.rtn." 1 on- - of C. M. Barber.
I
can develop in their men a fighting, taina no onlatna. Hold avervwhero.
lers, k second Judge Of the races will expected tu make the teams the more

--i

HOW THE BIG LEAGUERS LOOK

Two-bas-

3,

3.

J

Bec-n-

opln-raso-

.

VERS START

'

d
adelphia or St. Louis out of the
division.
Tlio National Loaguc.
The Cubs should win. Here fs""a ball
club with a great pitching staff, a fair,
offensive and defensive
and the winning spirit. The
New York club is not showing the
best of form and the loss of Benton
and Kauff was a great blow. It would
not be surprising to see the Braves.
rowd the Giants out of second plnce.
The Braves have Btarted a drive!
(almost as sensational as their 1914
effort, when the condition of tho clubi
at the start of the season Is considered. Watch them, they will make
the Cubs and Giants both step lively
before tho season Is over.
The disappointment of the league, of
course, is tho Reds. On paper the
Rods this year looked like a Bure one- e
club. Right now they are
playing minor league baseball. Matty
Sn't getting what ho should from the
club and the men are not giving
Matty half what they are capable of
delivering.
It would not be surprising to see!
This
Prooklyn in the first diviRlon.
club looked hopeless at the start of
the season, but has bucked tip won-- 1
('erfully.
Jack Hendricks has not been i.ble
to get the punch over at St. Lou's and
t.
Pittsburgh Is proving a disappoint-nyn'Philadelphia never did look
soc-on-

two-thre-

:;ood.

even and the hardest kind of a contest is expected. Members of the ball
Hub will help in selling tickets beginning today.

PRACTICING

JULY

4

2,

0;

2.

8.

!

For Gold and Silver
Wonderful

A

To

Iet

MONIN

JOURNAL

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Cleaners-Hatte11--

.MC1.L LIAIEO

Calif., June 29.
The fact that Miss Fanny Durack, the
Australian swimming champion was
d
not entered In the, recent
race at Del Monte which was won by
Miss Francis CowellH of San Francisco
was a disappointment to followers of
the sport. Miss Coweil's time of 2
minutes and 59 seconds created a
new American record for the distance.
Miss Durack holds the world's record
for the distance, which is six seconds
faster than the new American time.
derived from
With the Incentive
swimming against Miss Durack, many
believe that Miss Cowells would have
r
done
than she did. ,
220-yar-

Choice old Alfalfa.

K.W.

VVJPi

Join the
THE

"Two-Fd-

WM.

Wholesale

and

r

rs

0.

Sun Francisco,

'

Opportunity

Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

Bright green

dub.

FARR COMPANY
li
BetaP Denier

FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Specialty
Sausage
For Cattle am Hops the HuUni
:
Market Price Are Paid

Phone

220 West Gold.

CHAMPION'S FAILURE TO
RACE DISAPPOINTS FANS

MEN

015
004

5

Sioux City
At .loplln
Hutchinson
At Wichita
St. Joseph
At Des Moines

WAS

DUKE CITY

LEAGUE

WESTERN

OFFICERS

....

By Getting

BRAVES MAY BE DARK HORSE

007

"non-com-

Hoofing

Itulldlng l'iicr.
LUMBER
BALDRIDGE

mill

1

1

Angles
Juno 30.

lljmberT

--

ht

Home run Ruth.
Double play Judge
to Lavan., Bases on balls Off John-Io- n
1. off Mays 1. Struck out By
Johnson 1, by Maya 6.

-

.r.r.7
f"22

2
3

12
8 13
7

PalnM, Oils, Class, Malthold

im-ia- rt

0
4

Schang.

Cleveland

21
33

V

R. II. E.

lournal Want Ads Pay Because
Everybody Reads the Journal.

7

-

4

30 10
38 1
Totals
zBatted for Alnsmith In tenth.
xRan for Shotton in tenth.

Detroit

311

0
24 12
Totals
Haded for Douglass in ninth
Cincinnati.
AH. H. II. PO A E
2
4
3
2
0
0
Croli, 3b
L Magee, 21.
2
2
2
0
0
1
2
7
0
0
Housh, cf
Chase, lb
'4 0 1 10 0 0
1
2
4
0
0
Neale, If
1
4
0
0
Griffith, rf
2
2
3
0
0
6
Cueto, 8s
4
0
0
0
2
0
Wingo, c . :
0
0
4
0
0
0
King, p

0
5

San lYancisi-- 7; suoruincnto 3.
Sacramento, Calif., June 30.
R- II. R.
Score:
S
0
7
San Francisco
4
3 10
Sacramento
Batteries: O'Doul and Kantlhner;
West, Gardner and McNulty.

0

,

4

zShotton
fx Mc Bride

.

20

0

b

MayH, p

)

1

Pet.
.r.8i
.r.er.

0

RACES

ft

Whlteman,

Johnson,

3

I..
26

NMcCabe

5

R. II. E.
Morning game Score:
1
4
2
Salt Lake
7
3
$
Los Angeles
MeCuhe and Dunn;
Butteries:
Crundall and Lnpan.
R. II. E.
Afternoon game Score:
1
7 13
Pelt Lak
5
7
0
Los Angeles
Batteries: Levetenz and Dunn; Fit
terey, Valencia and Lnpun.

.fiSwiw

.

.

Chit-ago-

.

w.

:m
3il
.

.443
.424
.117
.400

I.I

Sit

'.o.',lon

and Heavy Hitting by
and Hendryx Gives St. Louis
-3

V

New Yor

Tuiirlnr

Phlr-or-

ujf

:

.

AMFItlC

D'.iU

p.

.

.

Pittsburgh

A!I,I
Willi

fey

11

2

Devormer;

game

Salt l ake 2-- .;
Mis
Loa Angeles, Ciilif.,

E. E. BLISS

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.

and

3

Batteries: Iteigcr, Kromme, Chech
and Devormrr; Kruuse and Mitze.

jouhn.u a.te.AL irAcro win. t

June .'JO. The
Cincinnati,
().,
league lenders failed to win either
gaum of the douhle-hcndhere today, losing the first anil tying the
second. The second gamp was called
at 7 o'clock by agreement. Kcoro:
Chicago.
AH. R. II. PO. A K.
1
0
Flack, if .
:i
Ilollocher. 8.1
2
1
0
Mann, If
1
0
Habrcr, If . .
0 11
STANDING OF THE TEAMS Merkle, lb .
1
2
Pnslicrt, cf .
0
Deal. 3 b
0.
X ATIOX
, 1.1
2
0
w. I.. Pet. Wortman, 2b
1
2
.
42
IS .700 Killifer, c . .
Chicago
3
0
41
New York
20 .67'.' OTarrell. c .
0
0
.IV ton
30 3 3 .470 Hendryx, p .
1
0
2X
.
32 .407 Douglas, P
Philadelphia

GAME

fhiUland 2.8.
I'alif.. June 29.
R. H. K.
Score:

S--

Afternoon
Vernon
Oakland

We Use the Factory Process

VICTORS

LLUii- -

Oakland

Where Worn Tires Are Made Fit for
the Road Again

BOOK

PACIFIC COAST

44.

.

A

Hudson for Signs
.

j

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Fourth

6U

and

Copper Are.

Wallace Hesselden

l

General Contractor
We are In a position to give X
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM hi
this vicinity.
' Office Wlta

I The Superior Lum
ber & Mill Co.
PHONE

til

LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
Ui NOBTH FIRST STREET"
'I'

' 1

Albuquerque- - Morning Journal,
I1LIVUI ni

lii

I

IN

81 JUDGE

ML

LEAHY

Ml'

"W

I.RIC1AL

eORRMRONSIMC.

TO

Great Increase
Recorded

In

Adriatic and the Medttter-raneahave been no less spectacular and Important to the allied
cause than the fightiug of the Italian
Armies In the Alps and the other portions of the Austrian front
The accompanying picture of n mine
captured by an Italian mine sweeper
In the Adriatic Is one of the .Interesting features Of the Italian War Exhibit now being shown In this country.
The exhibit, consisting of war trophies and photographs, is an entertaining visualization of Italy's participation In the world war.
The mine shown in the Illustration
n

PYTHIAN ORDER
PLANS TO KEEP

I0TIC WEEK

Is oue of Uie thousands

trian mine layers and

sown by

mine-layin-

Aussub-

marines In the Adriatic for the purpose of destroying commerce of the
allies and harassing the lines of communication of the allied armies In the'
Hast. To the vigilance of the Italian
Navy Is due In n large measure the!
fact lhat there has been no serious
Interference from this source with the)
plans of the allies in the Balkans and
in the Fur F.ust.
A mine of this kind filled with sevn
hundred pounds of high explo- slves floats on or near the surface'
and Is exploded by contact The con-- J
tact points tuny be noted near the topi
of the device.
to as the Great American Order of
Friendship was founded In Washington, D. '., in February,, 1X64. Its
strongest claim is its patriotic devotion and loyalty to country. Every
lodge in the supreme domnin is opened with a thrilling flag ceremony
and closed in the same manner. Last
.lulv a patriotic celebration was held
tand among other things resulted In
the contributions of many thousand
dollars to the Red Cross.

NINETEEN

COUNTIES TO

FURNISH

JULY QUOTA

First Seven Days in July to
MORHINO JOURNAL)
Witness Great Revival of ISPEeiAL COIRIONOINCt Nineteen
counSanta Fe, June 30.
Spirit of Patriotism Among ties are to furnish tho quota of 740
men for Camp Travis, San Antonio,
Lodges in State,
Tex, who are to leave New Mexico
is to
TO

.

cer-ifica- te

Held Responsible
for Circus Wreck

Pu-bel- o,

--

.

forty-seven-

th

Lieut-Thoma- s

-

,

-

Bu-

Mois-

tO MORNIN. JOURNALl

Pro-I'tss-

At the experiment s.ution near
with a mean temperature of
08 degrees and .21 of an inch ot rain2
fall, the evaporation amounted to
inches.
The floating pan at Fnrmlngton had
on evaporation of 7.G3 Inches.
Water In Ijiko Avalon was too low
for the use of the floating evaporating
pan in the basin near the spillway.
12.-03-

feats of the Italian Navy

RtCIAL LkARtD WIRI1
Ktu-de-

ini lies.

July. 11 to 16. Bernalillo county
furnish CO, Chaves 80, Colfnx B0, Cur(.RKCIAL CORRR.RONDINCS TO MURNIN. JOURNALl
ry 20 Eddy 00, Guadalupe 40, Lincoln
Santa Fe, N. M., June 30.
23,
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo 40, Mcinlcy 25, Mora Ii0, Otero Mihas warmly endorsed the plan for Rio Arriba 25, Roosevelt 20, San
"Pythian Patriotic Week," beginning guel CO, Sa"t i Fe 2r, Sierra 10, SoJuly 1, announced by the Knights of corro 25. Taos 25, Torrance 35, Union
Pythias and requests has been
Dledired the nssiKtrinrr. of all Pvthiuns 75..
Bin the War Saving
campaign during
Philadelphia I inn fiets Pcrml .
the week.
Santa Fe, June 30. The state corOn Tuesday night at the Scottish
rtite cathedral the Santa Fe lodge will poration commission has issued a
hold a public patriotic meeting to
of auihority to do business In
which the public is Invited and at 'New Mexico to tho Commonwealth
which an offering will be taken for
of Philadelphia.
the Red Cross. There will be music Casualty company
Rito
Scottish
the
choir,
speeches
by
iy J. wigni ,finuinsrp, ijeorge vy.
Pilchard and Rev. Mr. Lochridge and
n
litfla stunt l,v havph vnunt;
ladies bearing the flags of the nllles,
the Red Cross and Pythinn emblems.
In the state.
decorations
will be elaborate.
Mr. Baca was charged in the Indict The
The affair starts nt H o clock.
ment with publishing an article in
The Knights of Pythias, which at
Ms paper derogatory to the character the outbreak of the war was among
of Nazario V. Gallcgos, a former resi- the first of fraternal organizations to
will hold a
dent of Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, begin active war work,
natrlntin oplehrRtinn in everv subor
but now living in Las Vegas, stating dinate
' the United
in
hall
lodge
that Gallegos had refused to ipurchase Stated nnH
CnnnriH (limn? thA weeK
Liberty Bonds of the third series, al- of July
The organization, nl- meiK-nthough amply able to do so.
tnoilgn one or me youiiBt-ais one of the
fraternal societies
The nvricr hnH 1nst naflsed
Qtrnmraut
ARIZONA STATE G.' 0. P.
anniversary but it
jits
mnmhhMtlln rt AVAf tht-0!,.......,. n
over
COMMITTEE CALLED TO
quarters of a nillllon'.'xThere InareNorth
7,400 subordinate lodges
MEET MONDAY, JULY 8 America.
N
4ssued by
T'naer a proclamation
raneiAk conniaKtNotxes to mornin. journal) John J. Brown, supreme chancellor,
Phoenix, Ariz., June 30. Andred all these lodges will celebrate durBaumert, Jr., secretary of the repub- ing the first week In July. The conpatriotic
lican state central committee,
has ventions will be intensely
music an a
called a. meeting: of the committee to with addresses, stirring
e- Nmnnv written for the occasionof theJ
be held in Douglas at 8 p. m., on Monthe coming together
emplifying
day, July 8, for the purpose of electi- flags.
ng- a chairman to succeed
The Pvthian order has made large
than
Maddock, resigned, and for contributions to the war. Moreare
in
members
the transaction of such other business SO, 000 of its younger members
of
the
service.
Many
as may be brought before the meet- the
In the
uniform rank are officers
ing.
American and Canadian armies. The
Proxies will only be recognized order Is now raising a largn war rewhen held by a member of the com-mlt- lief fund to rare for the dependents
any need of
from the county or a resident of soldiers and to meet
soldier himself, in this country
of the county in which the member of the
overseas. The Pythian Sisters," an
mem-- :
the committee executing the proxy re- or
auxiliary.' to the order wltn a, raised
sides.
tershin of over 200,000 has
On account of the Importance of over 1100,000 for war work and In
every local oraranlaitlon there
selecting the state chairman and the nearly
for. Red
full consideration of other important is established a working unit
Cross
sewing.
matters that will come before he
The Insurance department of th,
meeting, afull attendance of the state order was the first fraternal Insurance society to purchase Liberty Loan
committee Is urgently requetsed. "
baS pur
Thla flpnnrtment
hnnria
chased $650,000 of these bonds. The
order Itself has purchased $100,000 of
SANTA FE STAMP SALES
The engineer of the troop train
bonds and the Knights of Khorassan
every which crashed Into the Hagenbeck-Wallac- e
REACH NINTH OF QUOTA purchased $25,000. Practically mv
circuis train near Gary, Ind.,
i"
subordinate lodge owns irom
$10,000 worth of government war killing CO performers and helpers is
TO MOftMNC JOURNALl
WRIM OORRMROftCIIIC
KnnHa The Insurance department has
responsible for the accident.
Santa Fe, June , 30. Santa Fe's during the Inst forty years paid to thought
- shows . Engineer
The
photograph
r
memners
to
apdate
orpnans-ostamps sales and pledges
widows and
Alonsso J. Sargent ( above X and Oustav
1"
now
and
$44,000,000
the
amount to 130.000 or one ninth of
proximately
to over 70,000 Klaus, fireman of the troop train.
protection
quota. Arrangements have been made providing households.
order and Sargent is now under arrest but out
The
to continue the Intensive- campaign Pythian
have paid out over on, a $3,000 bond and V his home In
department
the
throughout the remainder of the year, $100 ono.ooe In welfare work during- Jackson, Mich., waiting the outcome
Frank Owen continuing aa chairman. the first half century of their exlBt- ot the investigation. Neither Sargent
i
to often, referred or Klaus were injured.Red Cam Club. nTbe order-whic- h
Join tbe "Two-B- ir
.

AT HORNIMa JOURNAL

New York. June 3D. Columbia university, nail! to have the largest
enrollment in the world, is about
to become "a school for the soldier,"
President Nicholas Murray Hutler in
announcement today, outlined the
plans for introducing compulsory military training for the university's
all
and for enrolling
students of Columbia college in the
reserve officers training corps next
tali.
Men not physically fit for army life
will be put through a course of training, carefully supervised by Colonel
John P. Finley, U- S. A., retired,
George U Meylan and Dean
Herbert K. Ilawkes that will, it is expected, develop them physically and
by the end of the completed course
make them eligible for commissions
as officers in the army.
The plan, its announced,
differs
somewhat from that adopted by other
big colleges whicli divided the student body vertically by giving two distinct curricula, one consisting solely ot
military work and the other of the
studies normally leading to the bachelor of arts degree.
Coluin lua s Ktudents on the contrary
will be trained quickly for militury
service and made eligible for fur
ther training leading to shoulder bars
and commands. At the same time rfiey
will be fitted for civil life after the
war. The students, in other words will
not be divided by their choice ot
courses. Into those who sacrifices civil education for military training and
those who sacrifice militury training for civil education,

Santa Fe, 30. The I'ni'.ed States
weuthcr bureau today made the
report on evaporation during
the past montji:
Increasing heat and greater wind
movement, combined with almost continuous dryness after the fourth or
fifth, gave a marked Increase to the
evaporation during the month. Thus,
at Blephnnt Butte Dam, with a mean
temperature of 67.2 degrees, average
wind velocity of 6.7 miles per hour,
and .18 of an Inch of rainfall, the
evaporation for the month amounted
o 15.714 inches; and at ,un;a Fe with
a mean temperature of 53.8 degrees,
average wind movement of 4.4 niles
per hour and 1.02 inches of rainfall,
the evaporation amounted to 9.775
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teo vs. Florencio C. do Baca, criminal libel, tried before a Jury June 19
and 20 of the present term of court
and in which the jury relumed a ver
dict of guilty as charged in the indict
ment, a motion for a new trial was
heard before Judge Leahy in open
court Friday. District Attorney Hunker appeared for the stale and Elmer
for Florencio
K. Vceder appeared
Baca. After hearing argument of
counsel Friday the court announced
lhat he would pass upon the motion
at 10 o'clock Saturday morning, as he
wished to examine the testimony of
certain witnesses in the case. Saturday morning at 10 o'clock Judge
the motion of defendant for
a new trial and in imposing sentence
stated as follows:
"The present libel law was first enacted in 1880; was repealed in 1893
in 1905. The
and wub again
bill of rights contained in the constitution of the state of New Mexico
guarantees the right of freo speech
and the liberty of the press. Some
newspuper writers seem to think that
that 'liberty of the prtsss' means a
to villify by publishing whatever
they please about an individual,
whether it be true or false; but such
is not the rase. Many of the newspaper men of New Mexico have complained of the New Mexico libel law,
claiming that the liberty of press is
abridged by it; but as the truth of the
publication may be shown in defense
of a prosecution for libel, such claim
Is not well founded,
and it would
therefore seem that only those who
desire the privilege to destroy the
character and reputation of another,
In a most cowardly manner, by publishing tJiat which Is not true, have
any reason to complain.
"It is my opinion that the New Mexico libel law as it now exists is a good
law and should be enforced. For entirely too many years have some of
our newspaper writers indulged In the
publication of scurrilous articles, and
unless the courts support the law, as
required by their oaths, when a case
is successfully prosecuced thereunder,
It is not unreasonable to suppose that
the Individual wronged may be led to
believe that he can only obtain redress by resorting to violence. We
must prevent the happening of such
a condition In New Mexico, if possible.
I therefore believe it is my plain
duty
to sentence you to the penitentiary.
"The judgment and sentence of the
court Is that you he remanded to the
., custody of the sheriff of San
Miguel
county, to be by him safely kept, until such time as he may conveniently
take you to the penitentiary at Santa
Fe, N. M.; that you be therein confined nt hard labor, for a period of
not less than six months nor more
than nine monthr.
At the .conclusion of the sentence
counsel for the defendant moved for
an appeal to the state supreme court,
which was granted by the court and
the bond of the defendant was fixed
at $1,500. This bond was promptly
given by the defendant.
Florencio C. de Baca was born and
reared In Las Vegas, San Miguel county. He is about 27 years of age and
Is a son of the late Manuel C. de
Baca,
at one time territorial superintendent
of schools. Ho is also a nephew of the
lata Governor K. C. de Baca. He is
married and has several children
Since the death of his father he hns
been the publisher of La Voz del
a newspaper of large circulation
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East Las Vegas, N. M.. May
In the caso of the state of New
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Florencio C. De Baca, Convicted of Libel, Must Serve
Not Less Than Six nor More
Than Nine Months
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Santa Fe, June 30. Thirty days
was the sentence imposed on, Amok
leis in federal court yesterday for
selling liquor to a soldier- Judge Colin
Neblett also gave judgment In favor
of the United States, forfeiting an appearance bond of $750 given for Atl. mornim numwi (nclAk liaiio wind
torney S. B. Pugh for his uppcaranco
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., June 29.
Delegates have begun to arrive here in court In October.
for the fortieth annual conference of
Pugh appeared later and was acthe American
Library association quitted of the charge of transporting
which opens tomorrow night and will liquor into an army camp. The judgcontinue daily until July 6. Many no ment is ugainst Pugh and his
table bookmen trom all over the
country, Including Dr. Herbert Put
Prlrogrnd Shor: of Supplies.
nam, librarian of congress, Dr. M. L.
June 30. Putrogrud
Amsterdam,
llaney of Johns Hopkins university,
and William Orr, educational director has received no supplies whatever for
o fthe Y. M. C. A., the last two named four days, according to a statement
France, will be by the food commissioner,
reported
just returned from
'
from Moscow by way of Berlin. Of
present.
The fact that books have proved to tweny-sl- x
carloads of grain from ,I'fi
lio "weapons of war" will be shown which the Czechog allowed to pass
in the report of the war nervice com only eleven have reached Petrograd,
miltee under whose auspices hundreds the others .being detuched at various
of thousands of volumes, largely tech stations by tho railway officials.
nlcal books on military am) war subjects, have been sent to the Ameri- lean expeditionary forces In France.
At the same tinto the various truining
camps and cantonments in the Unit
ed .States have
been
similarly
equipped. The demand for technical
and military anil war Industry subjects, it was staled, has surprisingly
surpassed the demand for recreational
reading.
A summary of the association's li
brary war service for the year will
show that 285,306 books have been
411,505
books,
.hipped overseas;
technical
and
largely
purchased,
2,100,000
gift books placed In the
United States army, navy and Red
Cross service.
Camp librarians from forty-on- e
large camps will take part In the conference and tell of their experiences
in war work.
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that Germany is doomed. They
fully appreciate t lie fact that the
United States has not yet reached her"
maximum of productiveness either of
men or materials and that th deter
imination of this country to make tho
is unworld safe for
democracy
shakable. And they renlisse that when
the war is over the United States will
twvo a trim-ndoutrained army.
"This visit of editors from our sister republic is of supreme importance
at this time when the Germans in
their country have control of a large
portion of the press and are doing
(heir utmost to create trouble of a
serious nature between the two

and Northern France
Learned for First Time on
PLENTY OF DENTISTS
Visit to United States,
NOW WITH U. S. FORCES
(AMUM'liitFil
rr rirrrapomlrnrr.)
Washington, June 30. The present
tour of nearly one hundred Mexican
newspaper editors through the United
States is regarded by Ameircan officials In touch with ljitin American affairs as far more important than It
may seem to the casual reoder. It Is
one of the steps which it Is hoped
may thwart the Cerman propaganda
in Mexico and defeat the sinister effort to align the republic south of the
Rio Orande
against the" United
States.
President Wilson openly recogniezd
this factor when he addressed the editors in private audience at the White
that his
House, and then lnisisted
speech should first be rend by the
Mexican people before It was printed
of the United
in the newspapers
States.
Ho Not lmprcsN People.
"The stories of Herman atrocities
in Belgium," said one of the American
officials in touch with Iitin affairs,
"do not seriously disturb tho average
Mexican.
"Of course, the better rlasseR, those
more highly educated, have the same
feeling regarding the treatment of
Belgium ns the rest of the civilized
world, but this class is comparatively
small. The greater part of the Mexican people have seen so much horror In recent revolutions that nnother
horror hns little effect upon them.
"The Germans In Mexico have perMexicans
sistently Impressed upon the forehnnd-ednesthat Oerman efficiency and
ns well ns Oerman valor, are
going to win the war. Every slight
victory Is Immensely magnified when
reluted to the Mexicans. An example
of this war shown when the
press In Mexico reported the
sinking of sixteen American battleships off our coast recently by
when, as a mntter of fact, a few
coasting vessels only were sunk.
Told of America's Part.
"The Mexican editors are sending
hack to their papers stories telling
something of what the United States
is doing to win the war. These stories
tannot fail to Impress tho renders, as
tho Mexican likes above all a win
der. The visitors nave seen many
things that very few Americans have
seen; the wonderful work of our shipyards, munition plants and big un
works. They are more and more
not only, with the fact thnt the
States is In the war to win but
pitted
With the fact that the allies with the
help of tho United States will surely
r.
.
win
"This is the message the Mexico edi
tors are sending back to Mexico dally
s,

the-wa-
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The Official Bulletin announces that
there ure now enough dentists in the
army to rare for 5,000,000 men and
hat, therefore, examinations for iUn-tofficers have been closed and no
further additions will be made to the
corps for at least six months. When
wur was declared there were fifty-eigdentists In the army; now there
tRiciAL

al

ht

are

5,81ft.

The report says that 3.1S.S31 dental
iterations have been performed gratuitously by members of the Preparedness League of American Dentists,
now numbering 15,000 men pledged to
inswer any call Uncle Sum make upon
them.

DOCTORS
FAILED TO HELP
E Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Removed the Cause of
this Woman's Illness.

But Lydia

-

Yorcester, Mass. "I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for a
weakness and paia
which used to keep
me in bed for two
days each month. I
tried many doctors
without benefit until
I was really discouraged. My mother
urged me to tako
Lydia E. Pinkham's

as

vv

did so and soon saw
& change for the
better. I kept on
V '
taWincrit unrl am now
' so well and
strong
that I can1 do all my
housework, even my washing and I have
a little baby who ia as healthy as I
could ask thanks to your Vegetable
Mrs. F. H. Stone, U
Compound."
Bowdoin St, Worcester, Mass.
Women who suffer from displacements, irregularities, inflammation,
ulceration, backache, headaches and
nervousness should lose no time in giving
this famous root and herb remedy,
d,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
a
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Naval Reserve

CAPT. DASSAUER IS
M. G. INSTRUCTOR AT
CAMP KEARNY 0. T. S.
BReC

At.
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Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

JOURNAL1

Santa Fe, June
Capt. Philip E.
Dessauer of Las Cruces, of the 143rd
machine gun detachment at Camp
Kearny, Is Instructor of .the machine
gun detachment of the officers' training school at Linda Vis.a. The Vlckers
and Maxim guns are studied first, fol
lowed by study of the Browning
heavy machine gun.
The lutest volunteers for the army
from New Mexico are: Ray A. Cope-lanElkins, signal corps; Juan C.
Valvcrde, Puerto de Luna, Bonifacio
Baca, Gallup; Frank S. Maes, Jlcaril-la- ,
coast artillery; James M. Hines,
engineers;
Albuquerque, Twenty-eigThomas J. A. Hudson, a newspaper
man and linotype operator of Texico,
aged 18, who already has two brothers
in the army, enlisted ni the marines,
as did Floyd T. Skeen of St. V'rain, and
Edgar L. May, a rancher near Dem-inIn the navy, the following enlisted: Stephen A. ,Lannlng, Carl A.
Gary, Harold A. Kearnath, Koswell;
Pearl M .Adams,' James M. Potter,
Magdalena, seaman second class; Raymond E. Kirkendall, Roswell, fireman
second class; Lewis Cecil Splcer, Fort
Bayard, carpenters' mate; Earl E. Michael, Ernest A. Randall, Oscar C.
Lusk, Vaughn; Henry L. Fischer, Oscar L. Munsy, Roswell; Albert Pache-cJuan M. Martinei, Socorro; Ren-r.i- e
B. Crawford, Texico; William E.
Wiggins, Bert Lewis, Tyrone; Nathaniel Stone, Albuquerque; George W.
StaeUler, John W. Wray. Tyrone, seamen second class; Hugh A. Bolinger,
Severee L. Massie, Tyrone, radio electricians;- Fred J. Frost, Gallup, eloetr
clan, third class.
Capt. Robert McAdoo, with ' wife
and two children- has arrived a.
Park, to take charge of the training of troops there In July and August. He comes frQm' Camp Travis,
near Austin, Tex. ;
.,
James Mc&ferran of Silver City has
been held under 12,600 to the federal
30.
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grand jury at Santa Fe under the
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,
plonage act.
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Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
enlistgood pay. Any information regarding
ment will be cheerfully furnished at

Navy Recruiting
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Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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The announcement by the state
board of historical research that there
ure more than twelve thousand young
men from this state now
serving in
the army or navy will strike a note
of pride in every citizen of New Mexico. The proportion is above the average ratio of enlistment from other
states, and leaves no room for the
charge that New Mexico has been
backward in doing its part io the war.
In a state which so large a percentage of. the population is of Spanish
and Jlexiean origin, many of whom
do not write Knglish, there was a possibility that responses to the country's call for its young men to go and
fight might have met with little enthusiasm.
The report of the state historical
board proves the contrary to have
been the case. The number of voluntary enlistments In the navy is an additional indication of the readiness
with which the New Mexican youih
took up Ihe fight for the nation.
KINO

riTCIIINO ARM.

OKOROI-r-

In anticipation of July 4, when he
will pitch the first ball for p. game between baseball teams of American
soldiers temporarily
in
England,
King Peorge, having eaten buckwheat
pancakes, is practising in his .lack
yard with a regulation ball, coached
by Arlie Latham.
As a cricketer, the king has a technique to unlearn; the overhand, pitch
is not swift enough, though surprising things may be done with it .But
to "put
he has the
something on the ball," and the keen
eye and Bteady nerve that long ago
made the sailor prince one of the best
rifle shots in Britain should get the
ball over the plate in. at least
As for coaching on
fashion.
arm-streng-

bush-leagu-

the
that
to It.

side-line-

s

in

is hopeless

Monday, July T, lflli.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
ment took over control of tbe rail',
roads and instantly discovered that,
while in a number of places competitive lines were operating through the
same territory when one line could do
the work as, well, they wore more oft-- n
cutting their own throats In an effort to get business, and that the pub.
lie had actually been ,the beneficiary
through the process and the railroads
were in a good many cases half dead.
In the case of the packers, who appear to be the chief offenders according to the trade commission's report
made Saturday, there Is an opportunity through combination to
the market at the cost of the
consumer. Take away this condition
however, and ttieve remains no reason why the public should not be able
to buy meat more cheaply because of
the great packing houses. A few
large ones can handle a commodity
more economically than, five or six
hundred small ones could do it.
Government control might be the
solution, but if one considers What
control
has done for
government
transportation, he hesitates to give
unreserved approval of the plan.
It would not be fair to draw a
between the operation of ihe
railroads privately and under government supervision unless war con
ditions and peace conditions be con:
sldered at the same time. Yet there
has been a noticeable fallig off In the
ni.ii.ber of suppjilire of government
ownership or government control of
railroads since the government took
them over. This is particularly truo
among the traveling classes.
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TII'K MOTHER DAUGHTER CON
GRESS.
But however good the performance
what it symbolizes is the Important
The decision to make the Mother
thing. We have come a, long way
congress which met. In Al
Dauchtcr
V
Joins
when
George
from George III
an annuaj event
In the celebration of the Fourth of buquerque last wetk
Is proof enough of the good that has
tya
German
was
The
former
July!
acnomuliihed by It.
rant, ruling so lawlessly with the aid been
The convention was one of the most
of Tory nobles that most plain Britot
their .lost political largely a'tened or any meeting
ons, mourning
In
held
kind
Albuquerque.
tha
vir.
..,
.
power, sympathized with the, Ameri..irom..cveij
can colonists. , The lnater is a consti- Mothers fnd daughters
part of the Btate came and exenangeututional monarch under whom democmedideas, and "iotr.l new ideas expou.n
from
is
safe
royal
at
home
racy
cd by experts end Baw them demon.
dling. ,
or
?raiou bj,f 'Hd hands,
More power to the king's arm
of these Ut.. !n tha
the
In
baseball!
more
than
arms in
household activities
in.l
of
of
daily if
anirit of the Fourth, let the forces
and daughters re
monarchies that have learned self- when the mothers
will be, a true
homes
to
their
turn
Us
to
rule and republics that aspire
If they help
merits.
totheir
of
guage
more general expression press on
of the home
the
make
We
to
problems
In
victory!
freedom
gether for
easier of solution the conference will
know who must win that game.
not have been without usefulness. No
has
ope who attended the moetK
THIS I'ROIITKKUS.
- Every one
matter.
In
the
doubt
any
... The country
has been reluctant to was enthusiastic, and everyone wants
believe the constantly recurring rum- to have more meetings of the kind.
a
by hav
ors tha,t profiteering was going on on
ii,,,, nrr.no was honored
the convention place
a Jarge scale. . .The. people have felt ing
u.-that such reports are always exagger- by the Mothers ana Ulugiuora.
.
..
ations, and that, where possible. It Is appreciates It. ;.
preferable to interpret an aotlon as
Evidently the enemy alien, property
honorable rather than as
custodian's vcw of lt.is that a brewery
ble.
in the hand is worth two In the Busch.
ii There seems no longer any doubt,
however, thit profiteering on a wide
The peace talk In Germany Is furscale has been practiced ever since
.of
the ther, from peace than it was three
the, war started. The, report
federal trade commission investiga- years ago. ,
a
such
tion leaves no escape from
wnmntlve cab is an uncomfort
conclusion.
as well as a dangerous place in
able
hold
and
to
Increase
The tendency
to sleep- ,.
V
which
prices against the forces of compei
'
disfeature
was
the
outstanding
'
tition
the
A fire In Cleveland destroyed
time
In
covered by the investigators.
W.,W. No loss.
of
thei.
headquarters
if "war there Is- of necessity a unifiADVICE-(Detrocation of Industries which tends to put
basis.
Free Press.)
trade on a
In
want to know how to succeed
There Is bound to be a waste In com- the"I world
" said the young man to
three
petition. A child can see that
the older one.
practl-rall- y
said the trW
fellow,"
"Young
milk; wagons which run over
Meitrht now vou ve
owned
j
all
same
routes
dally,
pie
no business worrying about your
bv separate companies, could, be op- g(,t
own success. All you've got to do is
one
If
only
to get a Job In the army nd navy and
crated more economically
,
help to win the war.. Aiier
rounflaw
made
the
wagon
hn elad to rive vou a tip on how to
. To obviate such losses the govern
become rich or famous."
i-
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Wright its clerk. Mrs.. Wright was
formerly principal of the schools and
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.DEMOCRACY TO Rl'SSIA'S RRSCl'K
may be difficult for President
Wilson to withstand the pressure for
allied assistance in Russia, especially
if Gen. Foch should urge it as esseh-tito success in the wur and the salYet the
vation of the country itselfindispensable condition of our going
is the invitation. ..
, ,. .,
...
In Russia, as elsewhere, educated
men know that we could intervene
only to aid them in escaping German
tyranny; to protect whatever nucleus
of popular institutions there, may be
about which honest men might rally
to win order out of anarchy, victory
out of defeat and progress out of ruin.
Nor, need such men' he told that the
conduct of Japan in this delicate matter, has been marked by the utmost
toward
tact., courtesy and good-wi'
Ihe Russian peoplo.
born quite as
There are dangers
often of folly as of malioe. Ten thousand .howling dervishes of disorder,
not all bought with German gold .and
not a few returned from the new
worst to besmirch the motives of the
worst to. besmirsli the motives of the
allies and to. block the work, of sal- vage. Famine, arson and murder will
most forcibly refute them and teach
the need of regeneration through law
and order.
In the end only Russia can save
Russia, but intervention may shorten
,'
the painful process.
As neighbors, as friends, as allies.
seeking nothing, we should go to Rus
sia if at all. The first condition of
be an assurance that
going should
some substantial element In Russia
itself which is willing to fight for the
country stands ready with our help to
organize, to perfect and extend 'selfgova
democratic
determination" in

aaLaaV
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When the sons of our soil
By the, hands of their toil ,
Declared men are equal and free,
V
When they set as seal
Of American weal,
As promise for you and for me ;
By their word and their sword and their pen
'
They proclaimed it to God and to men
Let Truth and Kight decide us!
And if our hearts are void,
Our hands are dust,
Our swords are rust,
On land and sea.
But if our banners guide us
x
- To
answer Freedom's call,
Tho' You and I may fight dr die,
Ours shall not fall!
As our purpose is pure,
So our cause shall endure,
When the call of our bugles is heard
'
For the hearts of our state,
i'
Be they lowly or great,- ,
,
Resound to our old, old word.
And acain and
anA
.
uuu
and again,
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE.
. "WHEN AS A LAD."

When as a lad, at break of day,
I watched the fishers sail away.
like flocking
My thoughts,
birds,

'
(By W. M. TODD )
Artesia, N. M June 30. Mr. Hoover would doubtless
would follow
experience an
Across the curving sky's blue hollow, unctions delight If he knew of 'the
And on and on
perspiring toll devoted by novices to
efforts to raise a war garden. Many
Into the very heart of dawn.
have tried, mainiy because of popular
For long I searched the world! Ah sentiment in this direction, to raise a
me.
garden, though not all have succeedI searched tho sky, I searched the ed. Many are called, but few are
chosenAnd yet success seems easy
sea.
With much of useless grief and ruing, after the novitiate has been passed.
.
Those winged thoughts of mine purGardening requires intelligent and
suing.
practical application, and lots of in-It.
So dear wero they.
In detail it demands indomitable
So lovely and so far away!
dustry, preseverance, patience, time,
and experimentation. With
study
I seek them still and always will
these trifling things the rest is simple
Until my laggard heart Is still,
and easy.
And I am free to follow, follow,
All you have to do to have a garden
Across the curving sky's blue hollow, is to fertilize the ground, then moisten
'
Those thoughts too fleet
hose only
it by irrigation, ta
For any save the soul's swift feet! costs $15.00) then spade It up to a
Isabel Mackay, good depth, then agitate the lumps
with a rake until mellow, then lay out
WATCH THE BOY&
the rows or plots with a line, then
( Farm Lire.)
make the trenches of a uniform
This Is a strenuous year a year depth, nnd parallel, then solemnly
when everybodys works, including Inter the seeds and cover gently and
Then irrigate, and as
father. The boys have taken this pa- Binerficiully.
triotism talk seriously and they are soon as the plants come through irriworking harder than ever before. gate some more, and agitate the
This Is true. I knew them last year ground around tho plants to make a
and I know them this year.
mulch and thus prevent that co
In all our hurly burly and anxiety dust
to get work done we ought not to lose
sight of the fact that the boy from wounds of a friend. The President's
fourteen to nineteen is pretty tender.
are tho men who give a
Ue looks strong and he eats stronger, best friends
support to the war polhearted
whole
but he can easily be injured for life
hesitate to point out
not
do
but
icy
by a few unwise lifts.
In particushortcomings
and
errors
to
Time is nothing when compared
methods.
or
a
of
lar
policies
a life's health and the lifting
a
The American government is not
heavy hay rack has injured many a
Its head
for
the
president
with
comet,
life.
boy for
has
' Jobs that call for short periods or and congress for its tail Congress
presiextreme exertion should never be del- Its dutv not less than hasa the
man who
to congress
egated to a boy of tender years, even dent. ' Send
to see his duty and the
though he has the stature of a man. has the vision
no time to
courage to do it. This is
Into
congress
American
tho
FARMERS.
convert
GOOD
MAKE
JEWS
a mere debat-in...... (New York Times )
a German reichstasf
When the
army,
society, a "Hall o
Ditto
Which is Invading the Holy land un- There are too many men of the
Do
der General Allonby. reached the ter to Mr- Burke" order in congress.'
Elect a man
ritory lying between Jerusalem and not add to their number
an opinthe Mediterranean, it made a discov- independent enough to have
ot a mixer to
ery which proved both George Bern- ion of his own: enough
men or
with
ard Shaw and Israel Zangwlll to be In work for a common end
'
.
error.
a different opinion.
is sure-thShaw had stated, In opposing the
Do not elect a pessimist who be
denever
Germans-caZionist scheme, that the Jews had,
the
for
since Old Testament days, been
feated, that the most to bo hoped
merchants and artislans, and is a stalemate. Despair never yet won
could not be made to go back to the
DoTot" elect an optimist who thinks
fields. Zangwill had pieced his hopes
that
on a future Zion to be organized and a German victory Is impossible, never
colonized after the war. The soldiers we need not worry. Serenity
of Allenby found thousands of acres wrtn a victory.
to
cultivated by immigrant Jews dwellWe can win if we have thejvtllwill
ing In a dozen or so communities sim- win; we rannot win without The
ilar to the townshf )S of New England.. to win. Elect courage, not cowardice;
vaMoreover, these communities, In hope, not despair; resolution, not or
doer
spite of the drastic measures of the cillation; a discriminating
Turkish government elsewhere taken deeds, not a blind follower of a leader.
In regard to the requisitioning of produce and taxation, were found to be
FROM lltANCR AS WITNESS.
In. a thriving and prosperous condi(Louisville Courier-Journal- .)
tion and far superior, as to scientific
the bolief that he will
Expressing
cultivation and housing,, to the Arab be able to get the war .department to
crown
Turkish
farmers or. those of the
return Edward Matthews, a private
lands In the plain of Sharon.
from France to testify for the proseCOXGRESIONAL QUALIFICATION'S cution In the trial of. William Purflon.
wife.
.s
t ,
, (Tha Outlook.)
charged with the murder of his
Vote "for the congressman In your Alma Purden, who was slain March
district whose supreme purpose in all 38 last, Commonwealth's Attorney
he does and says will be to, win, the
a .continuation
war. Whether he be Democrat or Huffaffer has obtained
.
of the. trial until October 10. ;
Prohibitionist !or
Republican,
He said that he had received assurfor woman suffrage or
against woman suffrage, .is of small ances from the officials, at. Washingto
There Is but one Issue ton that Matthews will be returned
consequence.
this summer: Win the war. i
Louisville to testify at the trialMeasure candidates by their deeds,
,
,,
r
not their words. Of two candidates.
CHAMPION OF ROYS' RIGHTS.
A
If one was for universal service .ber, (New York Journal.)
fore we entered the war, and the OthJudge McDermott of Brooker Is a late convert, the presumption lynCounty
baek of the smaU boy's inalienIs
went
for
who
Is for the first.
Ha
able right to peek under the big or litpreparedness against the tide is to be tle tents of a circus. In holding John
himthe
with
who
to
goes
preferred
Douglas,- a circus employee, for trial
i
tide for performance. '.
on the charge of assaulting Robert
Because of the chronic fault finder, Russel, 11,
the Judge said' '
man
who
the constitutional crtic, the
"I appreciate the. fact that. these
not
proves his efficiency,
by doing young laids sometimes, become annoysomething, but by finding fault with ing to their elders, , but under no cirare
men
that
doing, cumstances does that in the least Jus
other
everything
who glorifies himself ky belittling his tify an assault.; Moreover, it .cannot
m
fellows.-.'if
...
,
?.;,.. ...si
be provsd t me that whew the ctreus
Beware "of the chronic eulogist. 'the cornea t as town. It la a erime for a litman who thinks criticism Is disloyalty tle lad ta st'al a looKnnder
the man whose only motive is get 'bebeat a boy found doing so Is the
hind the president Faithful are the act of a cewarHiy bully."
-
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should be
Bugs killed
by hand should be killed, it' convenient, in the old of the moon; then they
will stay dead.
By carefully, following these Instructions aivy man can raise a fair
garden if he devotes all his time to It.
And the expense of his garden, if he
succeeds in raising anything, will not
be very much more than the same
stuff would cost In the market., ...

r

MEXICO

OFFICERS
GET ARMY TRANSFERS

iaptcuL coaaiapoNoiNci ra uonMiNa journal
Santa Fe, June 30. Lieut. Elza

White of Roswell has been transferred from Camp Pike, Ark., to Waco,
Tex. H. W- Walter, brother of "Paul
A. F, Walter of Sanla Fe, has been
transferred from Officers' Training
school at Camp Meade, near Baltimore, to Camp Gordon near Atlanta,
Ga.
A

;

,

.-

.

NEW

four-year-o-

.
term.)
If through lack of germinating tendencies of the seeds your first planting doesn't come up, Inter more seeds,
and keep on, if need be. until the end
of the seasonIf you are sufficiently
persistent you will coax some of them
up, It is bad practice to uncover seeds
to see if they have sprouted. During
incubation period seeds are like some
officials: they can't stand exposure.
Prepare in advance for insect infes
tation,. and have on hand every kind
of exterminating dust, Juice and
spraying machinery that the instructors of the .Jrtate agricultural school,
sitting In their swivel chairs, describe.
All the insects that defy or survive
all these methods of extermination
hand-killed-

UOHNINO JPUKNAL

June 30. Robbers
broke the big plate glass show window
of the Jernigan Jewelry company of
this city some time during last night
removing eleven diamonds and other
Jewelry that had been left on display.
Tho loss has not yet been determined.
According to the policeman on that
beat, the store must have been
d
after 3 o'clock, for at the latter
hour the officer reported everything
Intact. A rock the size of a baseball
was used in breaking the window and
mist have been thrown with great
force, shattering the window for only
a distance of about one foot. The

recruiting, .office was. opened in
Sa"ta Fe today by First. Sergeant J.
V. S- army. He accepts men
police have no clew upon which to Tyno,
for cavalry, infantry and tradesmen,
j work.
no registered men., ,
The
son of W. C- Hol-to- n but
was critically wounded last night
when a .23 target rifle in the hands of SAID HE WAS DETECTIVE
his
sister was accidentally
GETS 60 DAYS IN JAIL
The bullet struck the
discharged.
baby, In the left breast. The wound is' taHdAL
TO MO.N.
JOUMAL
not believed to be fatal. '
Santa Fe, June 30. Felipe J. Garza
was given sixty rays In jail for toting
CHICAGO BROKER BUYS
a gun and theft of an automatic revolver from a clerk in a store at the
THREE ISSUES OTERO
mining camp of Madrid. Garza deCOUNTY SCHOOL BONDS clared that he represented a private
detective firm and that his duty was
ar woaNiNa journal
t.aAio wiaai
Santa Fe, June
department to prevent miners from joining unions.
of education has been Informed that
Perclval B. Coffin, bond broker of RnEXMATIC . AND KIDNEY ILLS.
Are you troubled with rheumatism,
Chicago, has been awarded three Issues of Otero county school .bonds to- kidney or bladder etfections? Any such
as swollen muscles or Joints,
taling (26,250 for new school houses symptoms
backacho, headache, dizziness, nervat Bent, Weed and .Cloudcroft, the bid ousness,
played-ou- t
feeling, urinary
being par plus accrued interest, the
puffiness under the eyesT
school districts to pay the .attorney's You need Foley Kldnev Pills. Mrs.
fees of $900, Bids for the construction Frank P. Wood, R. F. D. 2; Morrill.
of the school houses were opened but Maine, writes: "I found rellef as soon
were all rejected. New bids will be as I began taking Foley Kidney Pills.
My husband also received much beneopened July 8.
fit from them. He was so lame he
The board of education of Silver could
not stoop over; now he feels nb
City has appointed Mrs. Frank J. pain." Sold everywhere.
i

inary process of the sun known as
The stirring of the ground
baking.
should be quotidian (of course every
erudite devotee will comprehend that
i

DIAMONDS

rob-be-

Easy to Raise War Garden
Says Todd of Arfesia

,

"

.J

TU

succeeds Curl D. Comstock, who resigned because of his duties as chief
clerk of the exemption board;.
,

.

-
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SUBSCRIBE v NOW!

Liberty in Belgium
A woman who resides in Rochester
is a native of Belgium, where other
members of her family .were living
when 'Germany tore up its pledge to
protect Belgium's neutrality and began to destroy Belgian cities and masOne of this
sacre, .their populations.
woman's brothers was an 'officer of, a
large bunk In a Belgian city. When
the German army ': ente.-e- d the city,
and before it began its outrages on
peaceful citizens of both x:e:i and ull
ftgeg, he innocently supposed (hat the
civilized usage and international law
that regards private funds is immune
from (li)itury confiscation
vi'biild to
respected by the Teutonic ravages. He
ua utiickty uiidecleved. '?.'
HA squad of German soldioi'l. hadd
Lf one of tu-.- ta
delectable examples
Cf remi an
Itoimr uttd
a Pi uaj'tin :ilcei-,- .
;i to his
hmiac and Vo-.- iibn.ed hiiai o conduct
tl-to the lame brin'ln w'lh Mm
the keys and combination that would
open the vaults. He protested., citing
the: rule of International law that forbade 'the pillage contempluted. They
seized and bound him and took him
to the bank,' They then placed him
before the door of the vault and, holding a revolver against his temple, ordered him to open the door and deliver to them all monrs and securities in his care. Again, he refused,
whereupon they shot hint dead- Thai)
a

i

-

the squad retired and presently

re-

turned with, explosives,', which they
used to blow open the vault. (t
A little later they Beized a number
of prominent citizens of the c(ty, including the - aged y mayor and two
priests, and held them as hostages for
the obedience and good behavior; of
the civilian population-- .Wheni disorders provoked by drunken and lecherous German soldiers occurred a day
or two later, the hostages Were murdered.. Not only this, but Jarge num.
hers of women Were first violated,
then stabbed to death with the bayonet,' and children of various ages
down to two years were stabbed and
v
left to die In gony.
.,
If there be laggard or Indifferent
persons pretending to the names and
dignity of Americans, who suppose
that by omitting to lend their money
to 'the government
that stands between them, and the fiendish-ferocitof German hate and lust, they will be
Raving, jtome thing for themselves, det
them reflect on these and Innumerable other horrors that have' befallen
the "victims of Germany. ' The; only
way to save your money, your prop
erty,- - your honor, your physical and
moral freedom. Ja 4a moke. .Germany '
defeat certain, cam pie te and crush-I- n
I.
' ,

.

.
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TO THE JOURNAL

fund

lofcMfeGb

How Our Soldier Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

to deliver,
By special arrangement The Journi.1 guarantee
through an arrangement with' tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
The packatea (60c worth of tobacco), are put up In attractive
patriotic packages... In every paukage we put a return postal card
with your, name and address so, that you will get. word baok from
the battlefields from ms many 'soldiers as you aubscrlbe jg eent

'

pieces.

.

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY, SCARCE

,Ner the

Trenches.

rUOM IRVIN CURB'S "PATHS OF GLORY"
..
?A I recall now, we had come through the gate tf the school
house to, where the automobile stood when, a puf! of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the toattlefronb brought
to our noses, a certain smell whlch.we already, knew full well,
f"Tou get It I eee, said the German officer, who stood along
side of me. 'It comes from three milee off, but, you can get K five
miles when the wind is strong'-r-an- d
he waved his left arm toward
It aa though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laoa.
"All the tobacco-- which can be spared Is sent to tha men In the
frost trenches. Aa long as they smoke,
and keep on smoking they
can stand that.",.
"' " '
,
'

?

Ainowtfm.

No Matter How Small the
It in. ' z t
Our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities." Fill oat
the coupon now Today Is None loo Soon and make it generous!
.

Bring It, or mall It, to The Journal Office.
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thEBote-,U-

frame,
modern,
sleeping porches, completely, furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd
.
ward. ,
f
$2,500.
frame, bath eto.,
cetine
shade
trees,
sleeping porch,
ment block garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4th. ward.
4 room shingle
$2,300.
bungalow.
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors.,porch,
glassed
sleeping
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,500,
University Heights, modern,
--

--

,

0.

Gold with federal reserve agents,
'

87,m,0.""

6.

'

,.-,.-

Total reserves, $2, 006. 199, 000.
Bills discounted for members' and
P. R. banks, $869,175. 000.
Bills bpught In open market,
$216,-848,00- 0.

".

Total

.

.

t,

brilg on hand,

$1,084,023,000,
United State government long term
securities, $40,227,000.
United States government
short
terrri securities, $218,839,000.
Loans on gold coin and bullion,'

other earning assets, $23,000.
Total earning assets, $1,345,112,000.
t)ue . from other F. R. banks, net
(At $10,632,000.
Uncollected Items, $530,719,000.
Total deductions from' gross deposits, $520,087,000.",
Five per cent redemption fu"d
against F- R. bank notes. $735,000.
Total resources, $3,872,133,000.
Liabilltlesu- Capfta!vpald, In. $75,858,000.
.
Burplu $1,134,000.
,.
Government deposits, $84,535,000.
'
Due members,
reserve account.
$1,557,587,000.
'
Collection Items, $286,302,000.''
OHie;- .deposits. , Including
foreign
government cred'its, $121,482,000.
Total grss rfep33"8. $2,69.90'5.6oO.
. F. R. notes in
actual circulation,
$1,722 216,000.
F. R. ot,es in actual circulation,
liability, i 1,390,064.
All other liabilities; $12,629,006.
Total liabilities $3,872,133,000.
I'otio' of (fold Reserve to ne: deposit and F. R. note" liabilities' combined 59.9 per cent.
Ratio of total reserves to net deposit and F. R. note liabilities combined
v
cent, ,.
,
:
(A) Net amount due to other F. R.
..
.
banks.
-

,

,

'

.

NEW MEXICO. EUS PUN,
SALVAf WN ARMY DRIVE
fttSCIAlL

COMRUPONOtMCK

TO MOWNINt)

Wedding.
Santa. Fe. t Juna ,30. Word,, comes
tiqm Camp Kearney .of another. New
Mexico military. marriage, Miss Laura
Cox of Las CrucQS, duughter of County
Treasurer and Mru.,V. W. Cox, wide
ly knpwn throughout the state, was
married ,to Lieutenant Eckert gtabelin
at. Los Angeles, where the bride will
make her home for the present.
in

..'.

Gold redemption fund, $ 33.5 ij.OOQ.
Total gold reserves, $1,949,021,000.
Legal tender notes, silver, etc.,

JOUffNALl

Lists
4201.
i
S',.'.Yi V (
RESTORATION 1X ENTRY OF
LAXDS IN NATION A f j roitlCST
..Notice is hereby given that the
lands described
below .embracing
72?08 acres, within the Manzano National Forests, New Mexico, will be
subject to settlement and entry under
the provisions of the homestead laws
of, the United States and the act of
June II, 1BU6 (34 Stat, 233), at the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, on August 24.' 1918. Any
settler who was actually and in good
taiin claiming any of said lands for
agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
same, haa a. preference right to make
homestead, entry for the lands actually oocupicd. Said lands ware listed upon the applications of the persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler', provided
such settle or applicant is qualified to
maKe homestead entry and the preference right is exorcised prior to August
24. 194 . on which date the lands will
be subject to settlement and entry by
anv qualified person. A. tract of
657.51 acres, Within what Will probably be when surveyed Sec. 11, T. 11
N., R. 4 E N. M. P.,M., described by
H. E. S. No. 270 as follows: Beginning at corner No, 1. whence U. S. I
M. No. 1 Sandia bears N. J3. 34' E
15.19 chs.; extending thence R 22.99
chs.; thence S. 89 66' W., 25.02 chs.;
thence N. 22.99 chs.;, thence E. 26
chs., to the place of beginning, .except
that pqrtion l 43.93 acres heretofore
restored under List
the net
listed being 13.58 acres,
application of Cosmo' Garcia, Ala,me-dAll lands
New Mexico; List
not
cjmbraced, in original list
will revert to
covered, by List
the status which it occupied prior to
the original . listing, subject to any
valid adverse claim- - A tract of 160
acres, within Siec. 25, T. 11 N., R. 5 E.,
described as the NV4 SWK, theSH
NW.liV except that portion (101.50
acres) heretofore restored under List
the net area hereby listed be
ing 68.50 acres, application or, Francisco .Garcia, y Cnndclario, care Jesus
Romero Old Albuaucraue. New Mexr
June 19, 1918.. C. M
ico; List
or
Assistant Commissioner
Bruce,
the General Land" Office.
--

,

exeBj-hereb- y.

a.

Santa Fe, June 30. The state committee to fake; charge of . a drive of
the Elks for $18,000 in New Mexico
for the Salvation .Army work. has
been completed by the appointment of
the9 fottowlntf Peter A,. M. Llenau;
chalvma'A; Paul A. lfa'n, secretary;
ftob'er't Vi'. Lynn.1 treasurer; Governor
W. K Ltha'sey; Secretary of SUte'
LUcerd, Insrfrance Commlssloher
Cleofes Romero, Chief Justice RichLists
4143, 4249.
ard H. Hanna- .K Harry ... W. Lamb,
4
f
854a.
Charles Springer, Mr C. E. Mason,
RESTORATION TO EXTRYOF
Treasurer
and
FOREST.
Jaffa
IN
NATIONAL
State
Nathan,
Notice' Is hereby
given that the
Harry L. Hall.
lands described
below, ' embracing
HOW SHE BANISHES ftACKACHE. R9.6J- acres, within the Santa Fe Na
Mrs. Effie E. Klcppe, Averlli. Minn., tional Forest. New Mexico, will be
and entry .under
writes: "'t
t a sanitarium three subject to settlement
the homestead; law
weeks at one time; two week another the .provisions of
the united states and the act of
time, for rheumatism and kidney trou-Vt- S of
Stat,; S3), at the
and ioi no relief. W:4ny rehira June. I1.:,IM
United
States land office at Santa Fe,
home t began uslnjr Foley Kidney Pill
on
24. 1918. Any
New
Mexico,
August
a
half
and found lmtAedlate rettefr
and in '.good
bottle .completed the . cure." This Is settler who was actually
said lands for
further, proof ,tat tnwe wdnderful. tarth claiming any OfprloY
to January
pflls give relief where other treat- agricultural purposes
same,
ments fail. Unequaled for weak, sore 1, 1906. and has not abandoned
a preference right to make a
aching kidneys, bladder, back, .muscle has
homestead entry for. the land act
or Joints. Rout ttvrxwhera. .
ually occupied. Bald lands were! list"ed upon,., the applications of, the persoaf nntloRa btlow, who fc.v a
An-ton-

ffir

'

--

--
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Why not buy a small ranch, move
on to It and cut your living expenses
to a minimum during these war times.
We have a tract of 7 acres, with a
house, adobo barn, fine
good
young orchard of 250 trees just com
Land is on main
ft' CO.
ing into bearing.
ditch and is all under cultivation, only
THIRD AND GOLD.
2
2
miles from town, owner must
leave inside of a week and will throw
in household furniture, farm implements, garden tools, hprse, buggy and
price
harness, everything goes. For
New.
'
'
Brick, Dandy built In
and terms, see
ure, F'lre place. Basement. Furnace,

TEIMTOfl

.

feat-

liunl-woo-

floors, good porches,
All for 3,700, good terms.

L Msrfii

d

Oarago, Trees.

BUT oil leases near
wells pr on
structures
geological
or anywhere there are oil indications. Can finance drilling proposition. Want to get In touch with
men who will do leasing on commission.
,,
Box 38. Kant Las Vegas, N. M.

WILL

Livingston Furniture
Albuquerque

OP

clothed:.:

periences.

Male.

FOR RENT

THEf LATEST OIL EXCITEMENT
HOLBROOK, ARIZ.
I will locate parties on 14 or H or

whole sections of oil land within the
sector approved of by several eminent
geologists at $1. 50 per acre. Also Individual locations of 20 acres at the
same figures. Addrcssy.A. L. KKN'CHEK
llolhrook, Arlx.

OR

,.;

-
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. W1L80N
.. Altoraey
Rooms li, IT and 18.
Cromwell Sallels

Phont

UODKl

KOUKV

t.

B. KRAFT

j

1178

DRNTIBTS
US.

ftoomt

WALE

I.

B.

lleatej Snrgeoa
1
Bsrnelt Building
Pka
Appolntmenti Made by Mall
COPP
Dentist
1
Rooxea
llellnl Building
Alio suroeonT"

"physicians

SALE-MUcelIane-

Mos.-&
new
Practically
Ijotnh engineer's trunslt, $100. p. o. Box

.

Nortli.

2'

swh

STAR FURNITURE CO.
118 W. Gold Ave.
rhone 409.

Attorneys at Imw
Sultt I, Law Library Building

FOR
Roonw.

SALEPorArtare.

SE.

mi

.

y

i

S1b,

Mffl5soa

.

fro.

"

All slges fruit Jars, S cents each.
large Clark Jewel Gas Range;
remember we jvant to buy what
you havo for sale.

Four rotiitis and bath, large erlazed
and screened Bleeping porch. Four
Mocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

requires the services of un experienced
furniture salcxman. Must npeak Spanish. Apply by letter, giving past ex-

3
FOR BENT Furnlshea, iwnu.. Sit
North Mecond. Alliunueraue Hotel.
FOR KE.Nf-Jaod- ero
rurmsneo rooms; no
alokr running witter, tony. West Central.
FOR' BENT Booms m
o. wm
batbT
summer rates; no sick; oyer Golden Rule
Store.
,1U CiltANDK llOTBU Rooms and apartments, 610 West Central. Mrs. Richard
Vest, Proprltross.
IMPERIAL ROOMS
Ntcm clean
ratea by day. or woek; over Wool worth's,
5
811 S West Central.
CUB RENT Nice cool rooms
for light
housekeeping and bed rooms, cheap. 41&
.
Vi.rth Second, Phone gl'ill-J- .
FoinftENT Two nicB rowan, furinslieil ;
or
near
board
berirnotri;
light housekeeping
by; good home cooking; reasonable. No side,
ft chtltlraih BOS West Fruit. Pllone 1B44-W- .'
FOB RENT NIoely furnlsxeo outside rooms)
by tire week or month; also furnished room
for light housekeeping. Elms Hottl, oorner
First and TUerao,

HELP WANTED.

Fr

to.

Et4t.

iis.

LOCKED
A,LL MY

7"

mas

of-e-

WANTboItion.

uo

v

A

MARGARET O. CARTWRJOHT
rractlre Limited to Women's
CUU

018
UKH.

.'.

dren't

Central Phone

TMX it

ia

Dfaenaea
171.

-

UAK8.H

Albuojuertjut. N.
.

.

88

.

a4

Practlee 1 trailed to Rye, Ear, Kte
IKi. Hprlngiir, N. M.
.. THROAT
FOR rlAI.E Second timid ruiar.ule; cheap.
Office Hours: 10 to 11; I to f
Livingston, 318 South Becond.
Slalt National Bank Building
FO RSA I . E Ze n n la an"u wonderberry plants, DB. SAB All COKF.R
3 u cents a doxen. Phone 2107-FPractice Limited to Children.
Office Ronmt 1 and 8. Wright Bldg.
WANTED Jwtce
curtulna
washed and
Fourth and Ooid.
stretched, 36c per pair. Phone 80S,
Hours s p. m. to I p. m.
colt BALE MuviTg plcfure machine eom-- 1 Residence Phone 8878.
Office Phone 8S f
pleto $7108: good saddle $20.00. Riding
bouts $8.00. 204 West Ooid.'
FOR SALE: Poultry and Eggs
FOR SALE Glassed in steeping poicll size
8X10 can lie moved very easy. Phone 2048,
I'Oft S.VI.E Alecornis chickens and roostert
722 Bast Iron.
Adilrens,31 West New. York.
SALE Horse,, buggy and two sets of FOR SA LK
31a
2
one
One
aaddlo
West Santa Fe.
buggy
hoavy.
harness,
wles. 1 heavy, 1 cart. fi20 North Keennil, t f FOU HaTjj n. C it. I. Red.
laying Inns.
Ko'oTTiNi:
Uli West Fruit.
oars will FOR KAI.K a C. H. I.
uon per gallon.
Roofs nndt
In state.
Reds.
Hst
Improve from year to-- year. Wt can put on
Stock, eggs, and chicks, c. P. Hay, 2J4
a new root that will last aa long oa th
High.
building. The Mansaao Co. Phone U0I-etsll SAT.ilrChlekcna some thnrouahbreiU
an sooth walnut.
It. 1. Rs. and Buffs. Call evenings. 120$
ERIE Carbon roof pamt and root cement North Flrst.;
. at ops leaks; lasts five years.
Use Deyot FOR SAl.K Knllre flock
Navajoa, wseT
ready- paint, floor paint. Valspar, Jap-n-lacombed R. I Redt. Krt. L. E. Thomas,
col
water kalsomlne, and be satisfied. 717 East Haxtidlnt.
Thot. F. Keleher, 40$ W. Central. Phone 410.

....

or

FOR REM

FOR flAUl
ONB
Centrifugal pump and
motor, With pressure, control. Apply D, Weinman, care Economist.

WANTED

ronSsTMlurTvua

Ni

.

&

a rariu hand. ApWANTED
ply Besemelt's Dairy, 10J Worth KOurtB.
that undeitani
TugKeliburg Ku.it, 1
gotu WANTED
milk atmln,
machinery. John POJs'elllUaHui,
yearn olit.Wlll trade (or
KniRll pony. 1155 North Fifth.
WANtkBWoman cook,
carpenters and
TOH SALE A few food Poland
China . laborers. Employment Afeney, 110 South
oo4
work rtilrd. Phone tit.
owi, brd or open. One
borne. rftAonH.h1e. Phone 241S.F8.
A.vlMD (oli for .ummer utontiia ou
'OK 8AL.K ISxtru fine, youns pedigreed of town, good wages. 'Only thosa wlth aood
Twelfth.
rofcvcnceSJiecd apply, lot North
brctdlriK .ulnck Klrmluli OUnt, New ZeaIn
(teneral
land, and Rurue lied Belgian hares. Wllllara WANTED Good clerk to "work-refSend
can
who
Oentrech. nr., 24 North Eleventh street,
Spanish.
speak
store,
erences. (J. W. Bond & Bru. Mercantile Co.,
Albuquerquef; K. W.
M
X.
COMKnclno,
THIS KIO OIIANUK DUIIOC HUG
UoTbHNMENT NKKIJd 20.000 CLKHKS at
Of Albunuerque, N. M I.AItGEHT
PANY
hreedere of pure bred hoftn In the elate.
Washington. Examination everywhere In
SPEOAI, BARGAIN PIIICE8 FOil .Hl.NB July. Experience unnecessary. Men and woJJ50.00
One 760 lb. Duroc Boar
men desiring government ftosltlons write
luo.f'O for free particulars to J. C Leonard, (formOne 400 lb
io5J Kenols
One K,0 lb
SouUt.
er Civil
Examiner,)
5S
'' "
m.i
One Ui lb
a'..hln.tnii
o
"'"ft,,
FOR RENT Furnished roemst 414 West ill-- ,
.
.
llra.fl
...
One 100 lb
lu
i
nar
an
ull.R.
..nu
t,
,
h.n.r
1 , i , ' ,1V v.ivv
vsr; no sick, no children,
,
PURB BRED WEANED PIOS at .... ' -- 1J.S.
t
mHii for general atora who can speak
.Vatlve acrub Mexican pigs
Also bkkeeVer. Do not t'uk RENT Nicely tuTmsned rium, Musica.
Buanisli
fluently.
Phone
Third.
Ufc
121(1
South
exclass board. 703 West Silver.
First
City oftioe
had
have
practical
you
unless
2408-FBank apply
Ranch. 6 mllee irouth. Phone
reRENT Nicely furnished
front , bed
perience and" know that yod can hold a it 'FOR
.
reference, FIRST NATIONAU
In. Pbone 1434-J- .
tot South
rom; close
sponsible position. Give fuU particulars
...
first letter as to experience and salary Fifth.
Grants.'
Bond-SargeCo.,
Address
wanted.
: PASTURAGE.
FOR RENT Three furnixhed . rooma
n
"
' ' '
.
;
,
M.
West Lead. Inquire at residence or at rhe
water la o
Erwood Bskery.
JreniAre.
month
lo advance.
llmtte. $1.60 per
ed
FOR
rooms for light
Phone
t, A.M EU Oirl for general housework. 4li
housekeeping. Coal stove and gas. 724
West Coal.
"oiitn seconw.
SEVENTY acrea of paatur. M per hea.
Th
Dolde'a Ranch, t miles aoatl ivaii Eli Competent saleswoman.
month.
porehT
FOR RENT Two beds, sleeping1
town. phna ISM.,,
Economist.
nressing room and other rooms 414 West
WANT?D Girt for houubwurk; no laundry. Ooid. Phone 19S3-FOR RENT One room furnished f- -r llatit
llt7 North Twelfth. Phone litis.
. housekeeping,
106
modern conveniences, $10
wanu iioeitlon. WANTEI Housekeeper, good cook.
WANTKIJr
Practical nui
'
ner
8131-J- .
month, fit West Coal.
No objection to leaving the city for tne
Phone
Cedar.'
j
(nulh
hed
D-Journal.
care
IV.x
NkoTy-furnismrmmer. A'flrtrene
roll RENT
room, wIMi
.".
ANTED A girl for- - general h"Usewor.
.
large sleeping porch t tin, class board
,. ANTED Expert lady ateimsraphor and
1'lione 3f.l.
Ttesemek'a
Dairy.
0 West Gold.
next
flret- door,
clerk from I Am Angelea delre
Kor gen-r- al
housework; no cook.
WOMAN
class position; good health. Phone 1980-J- .
'OH KENT Nicely
furnished
heririMmi,
. Ainuquerque.
Ing.' Address Bo
glassed
porch end hath icitfi- Stenography. Bankkeeplng.
TBUEOllAPHT,
407 West Cost
suitable
for
lwo,
SALE
Kent
FOR
Board, room- and tuition may Tie sained.
Avnami"AAVAAAA
Los Angelea ana
Hiftuttiiaa.
feet Mackay ...Boslnesa Colleges,
Lot on North HIkb H
FOJl BAl-- E
Fresno.
Pbone 1HI-- J
FOR KENT Furnished rooma.
frnrn Oentfal Are. aaat
all Boats
ono
At
laundress;
;
Walter. Pbone XI.
competent
,
FOR 8AI.K !ood lot in the Iliglilande with Va'STeD
colored
una-whclothes
will
home;
take.
n
fo,ur-ro"ilot.
of
on
rear
house
barn and
.OR
room,
gcntleinan
Hcrndon.
B.
Mrs.
J.
woman preferred.
Room to build new houae In front. Good lo
preferred. 101 Boulh Walter. r
':
'
rrene 251,
,
cation on car line, rlronc ljdd-J- ,
room with aletpln
FOR RENT I.arg
porch; Ideal for two. 818 East Central.
FOR RENT DWeflinttav
Ranches.
FOR SALE.
FOR RENlRooin wlttj sleeping porch and
board for woman. 112 North Walter Phone
t oft HAI.K Must sell, a baraaln, small
A or lb..
1754.
rancn an in wneai ana iuihiib. irtimrv
HHH-or
117 Writ Chopper. Phone
fimi-roomodern CtUl R15NT Nicely furnii.shed front rn mm
OH.
suitable for two. Phone 157f-J- . !20 nuth
cottage: no slek. Inquire 1)13 North Hccftnd.
MONEY TO LOAN. ,
Edith.
,
- .
South.
:.
..
FOR RENT Rooms furnished for house
real estale aeeurlty.
moihUK TO WAN-- Oii
UU.NT Nicely furnished
FOR.
bungalow
keeping, large sleeping porch. 118 South
U1 West rtold. Cltr Realtr Cn. Phona T7i
KM West Walnut,
.
for July and August, Coll at
:
'
p m.
Cold between 5 and
,''"
FOR RENT Roams with sleeping porch
with or without, board. Phona 671. lit
HBNT
One turnlsneu muMoom house
to tho: prior FOR
.'
right uhject
preferencennv
,403 South Seventh. Apply at Hi- West feast Central.
irrht r,t
aiirh MAttler. nrAvided Gold.
unfurnished house at FOIl" RENT Two '"niceiy"'"furntKhe5 rooms
Also four-roo,.:
'such settler, or applicant is qualified 411 South Seventh..
r for llghlj housekeeping with sleeping porfh
no sick or children. Phone 730 or call 418
to mnXt i homestead .entry ana i tne
Hlghtattoat.
'
South Edith.
nreferencn rlKht ,l exercised prior to
aooirl
Oeairavio
1019 mi which date the iuH KU.N'1
ka&nmt, 91
'
.
.General.
furnished cottage. Phono' iltl-J- .
lands, will 'be, subject to, settlement ftno
RENT Brick bungalow 1301 East Cen- FOR RENT Nicely
n FOR
furmthea
modern
entry oy any quamieu peraun,
1303 or ISO'? East rtntratj,
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone-1778- .
tract or, ez.izv. acres, wunin sea. no, i. tral. Call atFamished
lira-mocottage
V M P AT., described FOR RENT
in w o 9
with
porch. 10811 Houth WIUr. :
FOR
by H. B. S. No. 262 as follows: Be- FOR-B-bSt sleepingFour-roohouso two glassed
ginning at comer No. 1, whence" the
In porches. ;Water paid. I4, Phone UM-3- L
8ALE Sew and second-hanT.
FOR
furniture
24
and
Sees.
26,
common
to
corner
sold and exchanged.
furnished ooitage. ' bongh-tBerry III
BENT Three-roo20 N., R. 2 E and. Sees. 1 and 30, FOR
Wirniiwr
U4"North
Huoond.
405.
Phone
-417
VMS.
Phona
Sooth
0.,
Broadway.
Inquire
T. 20 N.,:R. 3 t-- . bears N. 89 36 K:,
modern hunse
18.79 chs.v extending thenco S. 7 30' tuK KENT New four-roo- m
BUSatiESS CHANCES.
sleeping
completely,
W 6.80 chs. thence B. 34 19' W.. i furnished
:large 37 1 R F,.. 11.80 nnrch. Phone UIS-- J.
isne Vi thenco
HAi.fc.Haiber shop and poul room
m
three-roofurnNew
HBNT
cottage
vjft
combined, baths, 1828 West Central a vs.,
.chs.: thence N. 9 45' L 10.16 chs.;
ished. Sleeping porches, 1400 Houth High iid Town..
i.z ens., street.
W.,
thence S. 61" 4H'
City Realty Co.,i Phone 77.
thence K 7S 2V "w.V S0.29 CM.: thence FOH RENT Furnished. ' cottage, modern, Tori HALEn -- owing to III health 1 will sell
. oi
wnnon at "B" theater. Bee
my pop-corN. 0 4o K.. o.ui ens.; tnence
-- ,
, porches:'
University ear. lines. Parker, Elms Hottl. from 10 to 12 a, m.
glassed.
'it. rhi.: thenoe N. 41
p
Phone 381, mornings. I'i4 Kast central,,;
FOR SALE Small saw mlU at bargain.
E 21.97 chs.; .thence N. 21" 40' E.. FOB RENT Three-roomodarn bungsloir,
' Capacity six o
eight thousand fed. In
11.61 chs.; thence N. 89 S6' E 7.71 . Completely furnished: two porches; desir
Condition and how running, plenty of
good
except
of
beginning
able neighborhood, call in Koutn cedar,
chs.i to the place
Address P. O. Box lis. Horlnrnr.
timber.
that Dortion r SO , acres) heretofore FOIl RENT Modern three-roocomplete-l- y
the net
furnished house with sleeping
pororfes:
restored under'llst
FOR BENT One of the best double store
'
Ideal location.' 1123' Bast Central. II. A.
area hereby listed being 32.12 acres, Tnom.
. buildings an
beat located for general
V
"
Phone
?
Sit
Rogers;
f William
merchandise In tha, ejty. Set 3. U. Eakln at
Application
r
General.
List
1803 West Central,
;
Washington Apartments
who made Santa Fe H. E. 03006;
v
The EK SEK, SBV4 NE& FOR, BENT Eight room modern houae, Phone foil.
heat, gas end garage. Pfion tit. ;
Sec. 26. T.. 18 N., R. 3 E 6.00 acres,
OUR business wa
started two yeara ago
of .Julian Riberai Jeme, nR REN"!" Modern fouivroom' furnished
pith a cash capital of 82.SO0. Our assets
application
rer our llabllllles.' Wt
Vonr M.vIkk. i.1b 2.4143. The NRV
good now show I1J.600
house, sleeping porch, gang and
.
.....
earned net in two years IrO.OOO on 400
V
inrntlon.
Phone.
,bave
ltJg.
W
SWVi'sEia SBW. the
SW4 8E14
ous.
on
original capital of 12,800,
rooms per bent
Modern- - bouses
tne SWU'tjW
oan ntunt, fUK.HKNT
'business haa grown to that extent, that
some furnished. Good location. W. H. Mo- - Our
SE
14 .Is necessary
,the' 6W14 Million.
the EV4 E4
that we Increase' our work,
IPS
Pom.
wen
etv.u MWli SF.U. the SGU RWVi
ing capital to 120,000 and we want a good
KENT
house, furnished' or live business man to, put $10,000 cash Into
SEV4 NWH 8E14, the 8E'4 8WH
otoae In. Ne-wl-y
and
anfnrnlshed,'
papered
the business and take one-ha- ft
Interest, and
ec a,
SV4 NE
SEW the
CO. .Phnn-77gtake an active part In the management of
VIT.U. MTJ. tha Ntt pslnted, City RrtjF
room
the business at a good, salary. .The opporupFOR RENT
t
bouse,
tW NE4 NW?4 stair a rooms down' eta ire. ntcery furn- tunity of a life time for rhe rlgltt kind of
NW
NE
man. First elans reference as to honesty
ished, suitable for two parties, Ne children.
and abllKy wm be required, and' we will
62.60 acres, application of Nobnrte Phono, 24 or tail Vt .West Oold.. ' '
the very best ot banking referennta
furnish
RoyBal. Ruckman, New Mexicn; Usk
to the party we are witling to taker In with
u. jn. ukuuk,
will lit treated
424. June is,
All communications
nf.
a
iAA
si
w
aaistantjCommfssioner of the General lav I vim
i,i oyh parties, reassn- - strictly confidential., Address P, O. Boa 802,
flc
TUvu
IM.'
rwv
bit
Albuiruenjue,
.
..
.
.
oiaw.
K$lw.
,

u

I

I

Pf

U

2I2S
'OK 8AI.B

if

H

I

'

heaven::

..

were Inspected.,
In addition to this, the influence of
the fact that the force is active, has
no doubt served, as a preventive of
crime and .deterrcpt to lawlessness.

MM

Ten acre ranch, convenient to City,
with flue orchard and 6 acres alfalfa
for City property. Owner cannot look
the farm. What have you to r,
?iteraround
82,500 or less.

A,

75x142,

,

-

J

HE HAVo

,

.

111 1111

adobo, pebble dashed.
cement walks,
K-Mri.unuN
3 lV W. Oi.lrt.
Plume 907.
brick,, city water, inNotary Public
electrlo lights, new REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE, Fire and Auto Insurance.
LOANS.
papered and painted;
216 West Gold.
Phone 158.
near shops; easy terms.

room
modern, lot
$1,700
side, toilet.,
floors, newly

$2,600

7

IMCISk. ISASIO WiatJ

$491,425,000.
Gold with foreign agencies. $16,.
.'
275,000.
Total gold held by banks, $927,607,-00-

.

tor acamm

charges of assault to kill, larceny of
stock, slackers, carrying deadly weapA. REISCieiEE
ons, violation of the Sundny law, perWashington, June 30. Increases of
minors to loiter in saloons,
teal
Estate, Insurance. Loans
mitting
$2S,000,000 in'gold reserves, and of peddling without a license,
111 South Fourth Street
mutilating
183,0O0,00O In holdings
of certifihides, forgery, gambling, selling in- cates of indebtedness, together with
rcatlng liquor to soldiers and for
weaker discount operations, resulted operating automobiles in violation of
LOST.
Iri raslng earning assets of, the twelve
the law. There are also pending twenty-f- I.OKT- vent
fountain
pen
silver
Sterling
federal reserve bank $105,000,000 in ive
Investigations.
lie. $5.00 reward. I O. Breitmey-r- .
pwkrt
V. M. C. A.
liThe force caused automobile
the last weejt. The twelve banks condition at the close of business last censes in. the sum of $120 to be taken
DRESSMAKING.
night was reported today by the fed- out, collected for the state. $240. 95 in
reserve
finos, recovered three head of. stray
board as follows:
eral
stock tot,. the ownors, besides one
Resources:
flold coin and certificates In vault, yearling fof whom no owner could be
FOR SALL Livestock.
found. Butchers were cheeked up In
1419,907,000.
HAl.H Jcrpy mllrh cow Phono Ti2.
inm
Gold settlement fund F- R. board, sixteen counties and slaughter houses WofCSAfMlriiih
Jerey Tiijifer. Fnuiio
MOBNINt JOURNAL

J

McMANUS

GEORGE

BY

2

$2,000.

JOURNALl
(SPICIAI. WIIIMKHNCI
Earning Assets of the Twelve
Santa Fe, June 30. The report for
Federal Reserve Banks Rals- - May.' the first mohth of activities of
the reorganized maun ted police, force
'
ed $105,000,000 in Last of the state, has been submitted to
lovernor Lindsey by Capt.. H. J.
Week, Report Shows,
arrests on
and shows

PSV

SEVEN

,1 9 1 8.

rot SALE

M OflATHSUBMITS

LD RESERVE

1

International Neva genrloe,
Copyrlrnt, 1111,

UP FATHER

BRINGING

Monday, July

MiMerieuieou,.

liaiiey-Daviilso- n
A.NTEIl
side car.
Box 68, city.
iVA.NTED
Hlgliest prlcepsid fo' "Id KoTd

vv

and platinum, tools of all kinds and
8. Cl.tus- used clothes. Phone
ntan.
FOB SALE Reautlfui rtpencer sweet peas,
Ions' stemmed, frngrant,- assorted colors
78c per hundred, Order In advance. Rio
B- - hool.
Phone S4M-F(jirontle Industrial
iri FOR JUNK
H lOHESTcABif PRIt'Si
BT THB SOirTHWKSTBnN JUNK CO..
114 WEST LRAO. PHONB 811. WB ALSO
BUT OLD AUTOS.
retioviLted.
UAVB
Speolal
your., , matirea
, ..
,
S4 .. n . ilk,..
auov
timmer
..i,y,
fnernue Mattress Co., 1011 South second.
r irons s r I,
WANTED-Seco- nd
"anl men a ana ou
clothes, shoes and, underwear. Alto trunks
and suit caset. . Call 81. CMoOtTo Secondhand store, 817 South Flret,
WANTED60,O)jp
bags.. Pay from, la to e
etch. 100 tont acrap Iron. Pay from
to
lb.
Pslrlotlo duty. Rt. Iouit
per
JllOk Co., 408 South First strseC Phone
WANTKI Careful kodak finishing by inae- ter photographers,. Twice-- ' dally service.
Send
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
your finishing trf a reliable; establlslred firm.
Hanna. master phfteetrs phers.
Manna
Hllgiuly

..l.

rt

'(vH"rS'P

Tin

ADrtroent..
nmV Inirslhrrnatfl2i$

West Murquette. Inquire at 813 South
Irst.
FOB RENT Two and three.room
apart
ments and ileeplrur rooms.
Blghlandl
Housa.
NT
FOB-REFurnished housekeeping spart-ment- s,
Albuquerque Hotel. 218 8 North
Second.
oil RENT Furnished housekeeping and
single rooma, new modern building; no
Ick. 215 North Seventh.
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished
apartments, modern; the 800 block South
Sixth, Inquire Savoy hotel office.
THB Was HINOTO.. iiiOs-aunet vm-tra- l.
The .finest modern family apartment house in he stute.
For well people
only. PhntH $828. Apartmentt furnished
or partly furnished. J. O. Eakln. Prop.

...

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

Foil SALE Ford car. American

Oarago.

U'3 North Fourth,

FOR SALE A Ford trii.-In good condi- -.
Hon: will sell cheap. Phone 2108-J- .
FOR KALIaOrulckniirirslx7'T!il7
mo,iei.
In good condition.
819 North
Fourth.
Phone 1857 call for Singleton. -

FOR,

REN r

Miscellaneous.

rtOHSEd an Rlct to Jesae Sprlngt; tbeap
rates. S. Oarcia, 1808 North Amo,
FOR RENT
eitledrlvliig" horse, "and bug"
gy; $1.00 for 8 hours, phone- ir.M-,1- .

FOR SALL

Houses.

Volt HALE Nice home, furnished and a
good paylnb business, $4,008, half cash.
Uungulow, Journal office,
-- . Sly
FOR-JIArasUlenot In Ualverslty
LFor
itH Board. Heights. Sleeping porchea, garage,
kowni
eta.
Term t If necessary. Phont 3 or 1324-FTve-rooFOR SAi.E
modern bungalow,
vVnard. 418 Bast Central.
, ;., i
will consider car tn trade: monthly paywi'ta ments
nfilH class boarof and snipmg" tMn-oIf desired. Phone 2244 or address R,
.
Art-), room at summer
838
douth
rates, 3i.
dare Journal.
1S18--

Rwt

Phont

or" KenT Very desirable room, sleeping
.TYPEWRITERS.
porcn, not ana com water, 1st etasa table TTPE WRITERS All
maKrs. overnauled ana
.
linanl. Casa An- - On- 812. Went Cold
Ribbons for every machine.
repaired.
FOR RENT SletplnaT porch nA tonuiheJ
writer Exchange. Phont 814
Typ
room; table board. Mrs. Abbett, $0$ North 128 Booth Fourth.
Walnlit. Phont 818.
ROOMH. with op without board. Large airy
roms, good bosrd. Hot and ooid water.
804 South Third. Phont 1889. '
daiCy AtrroMOBiLB stacb.
For convalesib JAKOIN K8COND1TX)"
Passenger Service
cents. Something a little better.
Coolest
Ieavo Silver City-1:8p. m.
Place In city. Pleasant surroundings. Rktea
Leave Mogellon 8:00,. p. ro., .
muonable. 1801 West .'ejitral. I'll mm 1118, Cart meet
all
trains.
Largest anc host
SHADY NOOK ranch offer excellent-rooequipped auto livery in the southwest.
' and board.
Just the place to get strong.
BENNETT AUTO CO.
For rates phono tOsF-4- ; fret transportation
'
'
, New Mexlrn.
. .
Accommodations now available, lira. fT. B, Stiver Ctty. 'j -- - .
Thomas.
MRS. W H. RLirr). of the lAckhart Raaoti
boa moved to 802 South Amo e'treet, when
It prepared to takt health seekers
r
Phona 288,

tit

FOR

RENT--Offr- !e

Rooms.

Offices tn suite or tingle. Call
upstairs, over wooiworth s ttor
FOR-RENDownstairs orflce room, fine
location, next to Postofflct. Ill " South
FOR. RUNT

Fourth..

ATCniSON, TOPMC
..

.

FOR RENT J front 'connecting .office
reome over Ooldea Rule Store, Inquire

WH

A

CO.

r

BAIL- -

Class. , . Arrives
t
PepartO,
7:10 pm. 8:80pm.
I. The Scout
California Limited ..11:45am. 18:48pm.
It'E.S'f
Durlna1 period of war suite of
..18:48am. 11:18am.
Fargo Fast
1:18 am. 8:10 am
The Navajo
4 ornce rooms, aesiranit ror Doctors or
'
dentists. Apply Dr. Sheridan. Third and
gteathbtauta.
AMttraL
SOt. El Poto Ihtpreta
,' 18:11 pm.
81:41 am.
387. Bl Paso Expren 4 ...
'
'
CHIROPODIST.
...
abttthttutal
18, Th
.7:1$ am. 3:18am.
Stout,.,.,
8:40
The
8,04
pm,
pm.
Navajo
moved without pain.' No toreneea after
4.
Umlttdt .. 8:08 Ma. T;88nm.
Bunlont treated. Ingrowing nails 8. Calrfbrnt
tant Ft aagjit..,A Ml m-- 13 : tot.
enred. Tour feet exnWlned free. Satisfaction
Foftattl Wwts!
k
xnnrftnleed Callkand tee. me. C. K. Chase, ,
j
3
West Antral. Piom ne. aOxnsaa Ottr ejsd Ctilcgo, T:N tw.
Overland Hots,
381.
KSxefM
-UU Ut Cisewej. t:H
. .
,
No.

3.
7.
8.

..........
......

....

t

.......

U J

Jk

EIGHT

?

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. I HR
818 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

TIIONE SIS.

Argo Brand, price, pound

.... 9c

V. S. Food License No.

STORE

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

HOMER H. WARD
S15 Marble A von no.

Coal and South

rtioncs

Flume

I

Walter.

576

THEATEdV

TYRIC

1

TODAY ONLY

HARRY MOREY
IX

"A Game of Fate"
Vitagraph Feature in Five Reels

ALSO A COMEDY REEL AND SCREEN TELEGRAM
Wednesday and Thursday 'MY OWN UNITED STATES'

I Monarch Coffee f
l ib - 35c
I

lbs

-

$1.00

:

Matieucci, Palladino&Co.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
6
W. Tljcras. Phones

(101

Mrs. Ruchael Moore, 409 North Arno
street, at 5:30 o'clock Saturday night.
The couple will make
their home
at the residence, or Mr. and Mrs,
Vance Oree'n,
Geman women and wives of alien
enemies will be given their last chance
to register today.
Those who fail to
comply with the requirements are subject to punishment by law. Registration is being held at police
--

495-40-

W. S.

8.- -

SPRUCE PRODUCTION
DIVISION

OF ARMY IS

OPEN FOR ENLISTMENT

i Strong Brothers
Undertakers

X

I
ff

FROM1T SERVICE.
STRONG BliK.,

75.

J.

T".

nwnun

PHONE
COPPER

JJ
X

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Tullman Cafu.
Martin & Thorn, Taxi. Phone 273.
Harry Kablin of San Marcial Is in
the city. He expects to remain several duys.
Tony Stanton of Estancia, who was
for several days, left
for home yesterday.
Dr. H. J. Davis will leave tonight
for the eastern part of the state. He
will be away a week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Parr of Denver,
who were here for several days, loft
Albuquerque yesterday.
Dr. R. Maig of Megdalcna, who was
here visiting his brother for several
days, left for home yesterday.
Mrs. L. Collings
and daughter,
Uiura Collings of Cubero, N. M., arrived in Albuquerque Saturday night.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Congregational church will hold a
picnic on the banks of the Rio
In Albuquerque

Grande July 4.
Louis Tartaglla enlisted In. the ordnance corps as a tailor at the army
He left
recruiting station yesterday.
for El Paso last night.
Lynn H. Fox, who went to attend a
conference of Y. M. C. A. workers at
Kan Antonio. Tex., is expected

to

re-

turn tonight or tomorrow morning.
Miss Henrietta
h'ker, who "Underwent an operation at the
tcrlan hospital last week, was reported to be doing favorably last night.
Mrs. 8. H. Seth and daughter, Eva,
"ho have been visiting relatives and
friends In Lincoln, Neb., and other
Nebraska towns, are expected to return home this week.
Among arrivals from points in New
Mexico

were:
William
Marmon. Laguna:
Miss Alice Marmon, Santa Fe, and 'W.
R. Meador, Estancia.
George T. Peterson, head apprentice Instructor at the Santa Fe shops,
left Saturday night for New TJln
Minn., to Join his wife, who Is there
He will accompany her
visiting.
home In a few weeks.
W. B. Bell of the Washington office of the biological survey, who has
been here for several days on an
trip and to confer with J. S.
Ligon of the local office, will leave
tonight for Flagstaff..
The regular monthiy meeting of the
Women of the American Army will be
held at 3 o'clock this afternoon at
the army's headquarters Third street
and Gold avenue. All members are
urged to be present as Important
business Is to be transacted.
.
Sergeant Henry Stroup and Miss
Jennie V. Jones were married at the
borne of Sergeant Stroup's sister.

Creager,

yesterday

Frank

SPRINGER
HAULS ANYTHING

WAY

10

REPORT FOR JUN E

AID

Will

WAR

Some form of a thrlf: and economy,
campaign may be adopted in Bernalillo countyThe county council of
defense has received word from the
state council of defense urging the
members to inaugurate a thift and
'
economy campaign here.
The council of national defense
which is backing the movement is
urging an Immediate and concreted
effort on the part of all citizens for
economy as an Important step In the
winning of the war.
The council believes that some form
of concerted action such as a campaign will get the matter directly before the public and go far toward
bringing about the practice of economy and thus reduce consumption of
raw and manufactured materials to
the conduct of the war.
It Is stated by the state council of
defense that it is the duty not only
of a few but of every man and woman to aid in every possible way to
encourage thrift and economy, The
duty Is imposed upon all of seeing
that there Is not waste. Following
Is the message of the state council to
the Bernalillo county council of defense:
"The council of national defense
is sending your council copy of resolution urging an immediate and concerted effort on the part of all citizens for economy as an Important
step In the prosecution of the war.
"Not every one can fight at the
front, but every one can fight against
Prussia by figthing waste and extravagance at home.
"The council of national defense Is
looking to you to put this message
before the Individual citizens of your
county, and to do all that can be
done to secure their effective
d
publicity through
newspapers, posters, pamphlets and
bulletin boards should be'given at the
earliest possible date.
"All counties that have organized
community councils will be able to
convey this Important message to the
iou
oeople without much delay,
should urge your community councils
to Inaugurate a thrift and economy
campaign. This is work that needs
to be followed up vigorously, and we
ask that you report to ua within ten
days as to the steps you have taken."
Wide-sprea-

.

Helpful Visitor Is
Cruelly Cuffed by

Fate in Duke City

deathTand funerals

'

Crol-lott-

NoficT""

ROOMING HOUSE
PROPOSITION

d.

Crol-lott-

'

i

to sugar
shortageFE E'S
Owing

S ANNOUNCED BY

The spruce production division of
the army is newest division now open
to enlistment according to Corporal
Paul T. Young, In charge of the army JUNE irRlcORDllONTH
recruiting station here. Although
FOR ENLISTMENTS HERE
this branch of the service was opened
once before It was for such a brief
All records for enlistments in
period, that the reopening of the division calls for applicants 4s timber-me- n
the army at the local recruiting
and woodcutters.
station were broken in June, acThe aviation corps according to the
cording to Corporal Paul T.
officer here has been set apart from
Young, In charge- Ninety men
the signal corps and Is to be known
Joined during the month. The
hereafter os the division of military
record for 'any previous month
In view of the
was seventy-eight- .
air aeronautics' service- Applicants for
were
this service and for the spruce profact that the seventy-eigh- t
duction division must present letters
enlisted during December, 1917,
from the chief iof the air service or
at the time registered men were
from some of the aerial officers before
accepted, is considered unusually
The letters are not
being accepted.
high.
to give recommendations but merely
Records for the first fifteen
to be a report of the applicant's phydays of the month showed that
sical qualifications and his occupation
fifty applicants were accepted atn
In civil life.
the local station as against forty-sevethat applied direct to the
Corporal Young also received ori ;
ders that Capt. F. W. Fonda of the
El Paso office.
El Paso recruiting station was In need
of three expert stenographers for the
-- W. S. V-,104th mechanical repair shop at Fort
Bliss, Tex. Fort Bliss Is also In special
need of truck drivers for the fifteenth
supply train. Further information regarding any of the enlistments open
may be obtained at the army recruiting station In the Grant building.
men can be ac- '
Only
A certain wood hauler who recently
cepted through the recruiting stations. visited Barelas evidently is a firm beW. S, fl.
liever In a "Jinx" since his visit to
the city.
FIREMEN OVERHAULING
This wood hauler recently arrived
MOTOR FIRE TRUCKS In Barelas and early in the day disposed of his load. Then he decided to
into a
During the past two weeks the city have a good time. He went and
orfiremen, tinder supervision of Fire liquid refreshment emporium Then he
Chief Fred Russell, have thoroughly dered the usual "red eye."
overhauled both of the city's motor noticed that a burly frequenter of the
fire trucks.
place was about to strike a smaller
Despite the fact that the fire fight- man.
"Don't do that," he said and pushed
ing apparatus Is very much worn, the
firemen have made an unusual record between the men. Biff! The burly
This Is citizen resented the Interference and
of fire.
in the suppression
demonstrated by a recent run of the some minutes later the wood hauler
Highland station. A fire alarm waB picked himself up and wandered on,
received and certain motorists nearby musing on the ways of men.
A little later he noticed a team of
timed the firemen. From the time
the alarm was received until the hose mules tied to a post. The harness on
was playing a stream of water on the one mule had slipped down and was
fiames several blocks away, lust three tangled about his feet. Still In the
role of "Helpful Harry" the wood
.minutes had escaped.
"hauler attempted to straighten the
tangled straps. The mule, however,
became incensed and kicked the man
on the thigh.
JoHlfita Garcia.
he told the attending
"My motto,"
'
who
The funeral of Joslfita Garcia,
physician, "will be In the future to
Albudied Saturday morning at Old
tend to my own business."' ,
's
querque, will be held at Fred
'
chapel at 8 o'clock this morning. Burial will be In Santa Barbara
As I will be out of the city my ofcemetery.
fice will be closed for one week from
DR. H. J. DAVIS,
July 2.
Donald Brown-Donal2
W. O. W. BUlg., 210V4 W. Central.
Brown died at his home,
720 North Second street at 3 o'clock
FOR SALE OR FOR RENT
yesterday afternoon. He was born In
widow
a
Is
survived
He
Scotland.
by
ana two sons, one a jrem. wm "u
a oromer
nas
other 2 years old. Me
Or Large Commodious Residence
In Nevada and two slsten In Sot-lanTenant leaving town offers to sell
He was a mining man. The
$1,000 worth tt furniture for $350
's
body will be taken from Fred
cash. House for rent contains five
chapej at 2:30 o'clock this afterrooms with new sleepnoon to the Immaculate conception second floor
screened: all
church where only private funeral ing porches glassed and one
four rooms,
sleeping
services will be held. Burial will be rented;
ummer kitchen,
and
porch,
pantry
In Calvary cemetery.
on first floor. . ; W
;'.,(
w. 8. .
,
Shades trees. Idea) location. . ' .(.
'
'
Orders taken tor service flags. 'If interested you will have to hurry.
Vest
Wosaen of American Army,
For Information telephone 106, of
Gold Avenue.
i
call 214 S. Walter Street.
OEO, P. LBARNARP,

tit

NOTICE

ISPECTOR

CITY

by
Scores Are Commended
County Council of Defense Re
for AccuraCommissioners
ceives Word From State
cy; Increase in 100 Per
Body to Inaugurate Some
Cent Class Is Noticeable,
Form of Economy Campaign

(Xo Restrictions as to Quantity)
Fresh Butter, due this morning, pound.. 45c

WARD'S

AS

FT 5 URGED

N. M.

Corn Sugar

3

Monday, July 1, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

,

A large Increase in the 100 per cent
class is noticeable in the city sani
iany
tary Inspector's report for June,
of the dealers Jumped from the 80 per
in
class
cent
cent class to the 100 per
san-- ,
the one month. The report of the
Itary Inspector is said by the city,.
commissioners td be entirely satslfac-- .
re-ory and unusually accurate. Tne
follows
port
Sodu Fountains ami ire renin
IMMisarles Alvai ado
pharmacy,
Butts
- 3; Brlggs pharmacy, 91
Royal Drug store,
pharmacy, 91

Highland pharmacy,

3;

PEARSON

The
Firebrand

Desk

Curtains
Lawn Mower, F,te.
312 KLLLHI.R AVF.

CODE

3;

3.

Pay your

s,

VIRGINIA

Kitchen Cabinet
Kitchen Tabic
Wilson Heating Stove
Iron Bed, Springs and Mattress
Child's Rocker
Child's

Mtn

Woa

Weak and Helpless.
WILLIAM FOX Presents

Hoosler

1

Grim-shaw'-

Wki fuml

IN

3;

3;

1

Battle for Russian Liberty,
Stirring Play that Shows

FOR SALE

2-

1-

.

FURNITURE

91

3;

""V

gust and September.
Open Saturday
nights until 11.

GrimshaWs,
,91
Ruppe's,
An100; C. F. Schutt, 100: Los Bran-chl,
John
geles cafe, 88
Constantino Giirdikls,
88
- 3; Alvarado Food and Grocery comWANTED
Mrs. C. M. Klrster, 89
pany. 91
Palace
$40.00
83
Wages
Fee's candy store,
CAN GO HOMB NIGHTS
David Candy
Drug company, 91
MRS. ROSLI NGTON
company, 91
Phone 1049
KctitanrantM and Public Fating
nuccs Los Angeles cafe, 92
Mecca cafe, 100; Pullman cafe, 100:
New Republic,. 93
City cafe, 85
Front
"Two-Bit- "
Sturges cafe, 100; Whi'.e Belle-viecafe, 100; Carl's cafe, 95
is
Iceland cafe, 80
cafe,. 93
- 3; Majestic cafe, 76; White House.
100; Fanner and Walker, 85;
100; Rlca cafe, 100; Alvarado
hotel and lunch room, 100; Combs
grill, 100..
W. L. Hawkins, 100;
Meat Market
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Highland, 100; G. B. Fawks, 100;
Two
large ears at your service, day
Sun Jose
George Ebcrhardt, 88
and
Cheap rate by the hour.
night
100:
89'
William
Farr,
market,
' PHONE 414.
Western Meat
J. R. Zamora, 81
W S n.
Champion Grocery
market, 91
company, 100; Matteucci and Palla-dinALVARADO
EGGS.
100; Joseph Glva'ndon, 100; Lewsale
On
loading
grocers tbe
by
89
is, 100; Gilbert,
Albuquerque
Mercantile company, 100; Vichi and morning after they arc laid; 6'c.
and
Schwartzmun
Giannini, 81
With, 2i Knrlco Nascl, 85
..Bakeries Pappe's, 100;
HAY FEVER
Brwood,
100; Pioneer, 100; French, 100; Home,
Its alleviation and curs, by my
100; Union, 82
combined treatments of OsteopaOonfcction and Ice Cream Manuthy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
facturers Fee's, 82
David Candy
Office Stern Building
compuny, 10O;,,Grlmshaw's, 100; C. P.
Schutt. 100;, Matthew's Dairy, 100: Phones Offlee 656. Residence, S25
Louden, 100.'. Mrs. C. M. Kirster, 91
3;

IU

LAST TIME TODAY

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

CANDY STORE
will close at 6:30 p.
m., during July, Au-

3;

91

M0

Red Cross dues. This
a duty you should not
neglect.

A Love That Survived
Fires of Hate

t'fffffit
t :itt urn
i if

S

i

&

the

Scenario by Ei LLOYD SHELDON
Staged by EDMUND LAWRENCE

A

Sunshine Comedv
'A NEIGHBORS KEYHOLE'

,o,SmJ!55

i

Admission
MATINEE
Admission A
EVENING
TIME OF THE SHOWS

,

.Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, I5c: Children, 10c

1:00,

2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00.

Coming Tuesday and Wednesday MABEL NORMAND
in "JOAN OF PLATTSBURG"

THEATER

3;

LAST TIME TODAY

3;

o,

CLASS IN EVERY WAY

HIGHEST

3;

WE SHOW ALL THE PARAMOUNT
ARTCRAFT PICTURES

3.

3;

2-

- 3.

Wm. Si Hart

.....

T

Wagon Venders A. Wuldic, 100;
Markowltz, 93
100;
Matthews,
George Dean, 100; Williams,' 100.
Bottling Works jCojyote - Mineral
Water company, 84
Southwestern
Cooa Cola ' company, 100; Gholson
Bros. 88; Topson, 100.
Buttermilk Manufacturer
W. H.
Adams, 100;' L. B. Beckham, 100;
F. B. Shetleyi' 100; W. D. Hunt, 83.

FOR SALE OH FOR RENT

ROOMING HOUSE
PROPOSITION

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
433 N. First.
Phone 421.

Gertrude Thompson
PIANO TEACHER
3
Rooms
Whiting Building
Tuesday and Friday Mornings.
21-2-

Phono

Or Large Commodious Residence
Tenant leaving town offers to sell
$1,000 worth, of furniture for $350
cash. House for rent contains five
.

second floor rooms with new sleeping porches glassed and screened; all
rented; four rooms, one sleeping
porch, pantry and summer kitchen,
on first floor
Shades trees, Ideal location.
If interested you will have to hurry.
For. Information telephone 106, or
call 214 8. Walter Street.
UEU. P. LEAKNARD.
W. S. 8.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 667
CALL
FREE
AND
DELIVERY
BATCH'S OLD STAND
W. 8. 8.
.
B. M. WILLIAMS
"
Dentist
1
Rooms
and S. Whiting Building
Phone No. 684.
Corner Second and Gold.

1785

WANTED

W.
8AMC

tl.

OR FOR RKNT

ROOMING HOUSE

Bookkeer. Prefer

Experienced

man not subject to

DR.

Livery and saddle
Red Barn,

burse. Trimble's

gentbyVeqqs

Phone

WANTED
TWO PASSENGERS FOR
JEMEK SPRINGS. LEAVE
TUESDAY , MORNING
SINGER TAXI CO. ' Phone 600.

Bryant's Delivery

FOR QUICK SERVICE'
23S West Copper.
Phone 601.
Persons who wim u renew or take
oat memberships In tbe Red Cross
fan do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson A Co Grlnishsw's
or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
tbe chairman of the Membership committee, No. 1UI.W.
TV.

8. B.

TELL' HENRY'S DELIVERY
Toet (bessac troubles. Phone Mt.

SUITS CLEANED. SI
Four i tuft prr;rJ $1.13.
Contract
Coin"'" C "sis Go.
p'-- n.

EVENTSSee

to 6 Admission
6 to 11 Adults 15 cents

-

the World

10 cents
Children 10 cents
-

--

Announcement
The Management of the Ideal Theater
wishes to announce that the Theater will be
closed for this week for remodeling and
will open July ;7th with entirely new and
different program for

tle summer months.

b3
War Stamp Special
Sundae, Saving Stamp,
Included, 50c.

GRIMSHAWS
8econd and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Yon"

FOR SALE
A good family horse about 1100
pounds, single, harness, Columbia

buggy and surrey.' Must be sold
within ten days. Inquire at 1101
West New York Avenue, or Phono
1540--

ROOMS

"WEEKLY

831--

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
roy and San Jose Market: 55c dosen.

HOUSE

j. g. hawks

By

AaABTCGAFTPldu

MARRON
ALONSO
i WEST CENTRAL

Con.

BITTNER

Rawrlen'

Wm.5 HAQTBluiBlazes'Dawder

321

For Information. telephone lot, or
call 214 S. Walter Street..
GEO. P. LEARNARD.

Blazes

J. Korber & Co.

5

,

Ifff
EJH

'Blue

drHrt- -

PROPOSITION

. Or Large Commodious Residence
Tenant leaving town offers to sell
$1,000 worth of furniture for $350
cash. House for rent contains five
second floor rooms with new sleeping porches glassed and screened; ail
rented; four rooms, one sleeping
porch, pantry and summer kitchen,
on first floor.
Shades trees, Ideal location.
If interested you will have to hurry,

'19

1

WANTED

JoiiTThe "TWBit"
FOR

i

ThoiH.lnM

Two rooms and boarti by
couple. Lowlands preferred.
P. O. BOX 81.

Red Cross club. You are
needed.

"

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List You May
Find Just What Yon Want.
One Oakland " Touring, '
.
$430
Overland
One
Touring,

......1276
.

One Overland Roadster. . .$450
One Bulck
Touring,
.$650
passenger
One Buiok Touring (Light
.$900
6)
One Studebaker Bis,
$850
senger
AMONG
MANY BARGAINS
ABOV E. CALL AND .
THE
LOOK THEM OVER ,
7-

............
.......

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

11.

D
613-61-

8

CO.
W. Central.

mmtmntt : :t;:: ttt

Auction Sale
Tuesday, July 2nd, at 1429 West Central Ave.
Sale,-Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. ::M.
v

.jr.--,

c!-- -

.

.

has been called to service and has in- -'
strueted me to sell his entire house furnishings to the highest bidder
for cash on the above date.'.'.
Note the following articles to lie sold; Maliogany library table,
two mahogany rockers, South American red gum dining, room suit,
Cireasslon walnut dresser
oak dresser, beds, springs,
and . mattresses, fyur rags,, kitchen range, heater, dishes,; cooking
utensils, Iceless refrigerator, porch swing, garden hose, fruit' jars and
canried fruit and many other articles not mentioned In this ad. This
is a sale you can not afford to aths If you are In the market for good
stuff. Be on hand early as. we will start the sale promptly.
Theee goods are sanitary and In Acondition and will stand
A, E. HUTCHINSON

-l

close Inspection,,

J.

Le

CerrUloa Lump

.

.'

GOBERi Auctioneer

HahnCoalCo.

;'r:!f:;j:?'';lv
ANTHRACITE,

PHONE

Store

CerrUloa Stove

,

ALL SIZES; STEAM COAU-- . V
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Kadre OadUaf,

